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Ripple effects in Cairo from
ISIS attacks on Christians
Ahmed Megahid

Cairo

T

he displacement of Christian residents of North Sinai after the Islamic State
(ISIS) started systematicalli attacking them has led to
unprecedented Christian anger and
potential withdrawal of support for
the government of Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi.
“State protection of the Christians is far below the required level,”
Christian rights advocate Naguib
Gabriel said. “Most Christians feel
that the government is only paying them lip service when it comes
to the need to protect them against
radical groups.”
ISIS violence has created the
first internal displacement crisis
in Egypt’s 3-year war against the
group, with scores of Christian families seeking refuge outside Sinai in
the past few months.
Christian families fled the North
Sinai cities of El Arish and Sheikh
Zuweid after ISIS killed eight coreligionists, including a father and a
son whose home in El Arish they set
on fire with the corpses inside. The
targeting of North Sinai’s Christians
came two months after ISIS bombed
a Cairo cathedral, killing 26 Christians.
ISIS had threatened in a video
that it would target Christians, who
threw their weight behind Sisi when
he led the army in ousting Islamist
president Muhammad Morsi in July
2013.
Gabriel’s assessment that the authorities do not do enough to protect Christians could be cause for
argument, especially with Sisi having taken personal responsibility for
the protection of Egypt’s Christian
minority, which is 10% of the total
population of 92 million.
Sisi has attended Christian celebrations, addressed Christians as
equal members of society and supports construction of churches. He
sponsored drafting a law allowing

Displaced. Egyptian Coptic Christians arrive with their belongings to take refuge at a church in the
city of Ismailiya, on February 25th.
(AFP)
the building of churches for the first
time in Egypt’s modern history. Sisi
also donated money for the construction of the first church in a new
administrative capital the government is creating on the outskirts of
Cairo.
This may explain why official
Christian discourse lacks the critical
fervour of statements by activists
such as Gabriel.

State protection of
the Christians is far
below the required
level.

”

Christian rights advocate
Naguib Gabriel

Soon after Christian families fled
ISIS in North Sinai, the Coptic Orthodox Church said it was confident
the authorities were doing whatever
they could to defend Christian citizens but some Christians said they
feel abandoned by both church and
state.
Gabriel said Egypt’s Christians
were in danger. One of the people
fleeing the violence in North Sinai
told a private TV network that Christians were left to fend for themselves while troops were defending
themselves against repeated ISIS
attacks.
Political analyst Ammar Ali Hassan said, apart from causing personal humiliation to Sisi in targeting
the Christians, ISIS stokes Christian

anger and drives a wedge between
them and the person they strongly
backed since he came to power almost three years ago.
“This is why I say the Christian
North Sinai calamity may have farreaching effects on future internal
alliances in our country,” Hassan
said. “If the authorities do not act
quickly to contain Christian anger,
Christians may be forced to rethink
their support to Sisi, which will
much weaken him in his internal
struggles.”
Ahmed Megahid is an
Egyptian reporter based
in Cairo.
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Life and death goes on for Oscar-winning White Helmets
Mamoon Alabbasi

London

W

hile an Academy
Award was being
awarded to a Netflix
documentary about
the Syrian Civil Defence outfit known as the White
Helmets, many of the group’s volunteers were carrying on saving
lives.
Two days after the Oscar ceremonies in Los Angeles, one of
the organisation’s volunteers, Muhammad Dabdoub, was reportedly
killed by government artillery fire
in the Syrian city of Homs while he
was performing out his duties.
The White Helmets said 164 of
its estimated 3,300 rescuers have
been killed since the search-andrescue group was formed in 2013.
During the same period, the organisation said it had saved 82,000
lives across the 120 centres in rebel-

held territory in which it operates.
The 40-minute award-winning
documentary follows the White
Helmets who travelled to Turkey to

be trained at firefighting, rescuing
civilians from rubble and providing
emergency medical assistance.
The film shows rescuers during

moments of heroism as they face
the possibility of death or injury
during double-tap attacks in which
a bombed site is hit again once people return to it. The movie depicts
the volunteers’ moments of vulnerability when they are in Turkey
seeking news about the well-being
of loved ones back home in Syria.

The volunteers have
saved 82,000 lives
across the 120 centres
in the territory in
which the White
Helmets operates.

Saving lives. Syrian Civil Defence volunteers known as the White
Helmets evacuate a child in the rebel-held eastern Ghouta area.(AFP)

Fardous Bahbouh, a Britishbased Syrian journalist who translated the raw footage for the documentary, said the film shows “the
real spirit and hope of Syrians”,
who “are truly inspirational”.
“It is a great award to highlight

the work of the real Syrian heroes
as they save lives under barrel
bombs and indiscriminate attacks
by the Syrian regime and Russians
planes on civilians at homes, hospitals, schools and markets,” she
said.
Supporters of Syrian President
Bashar Assad accuse the White Helmets of being made up of al-Qaeda
members and of spreading fake
news, a charge the rescuers dismiss
as pro-regime propaganda.
Bahbouh doesn’t mince words
when it comes to the prime responsibility for Syria’s civil war.
“It is a tragic reality that the Assad regime is determined to burn
the whole country just to stay in
power after Syrians demanded a
democratic change to regain their
rights, freedom and dignity,” she
said.
Mamoon Alabbasi is a contributing
editor at The Arab Weekly, based
in London.
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Christians face ISIS attacks in Egypt
Ahmed Megahid

Cairo

T

he Islamic State (ISIS) in
Sinai has carried out attacks against Christians
in North Sinai, creating
Egypt’s first ISIS violence-induced internal displacement crisis, experts said.
ISIS is apparently trying to embarrass Egyptian President Abdel
Fattah al-Sisi ahead of his planned
visit to the United States and show
that Egypt is incapable of protecting its largest minority, despite
Sisi’s promises to defend the Christians.
“The army has been fighting
against Sinai militants for three
years now, a period during which
the militants had not singled Christians out for their attacks,” said
Megahid al-Zayat, director of the
National Centre for Middle East
Studies think-tank. “They are doing this only now, which shows
that the timing of the attacks matters.”

The protection
of the Christian
minority matters
highly for Egypt’s
ties with the
West.

”

Megahid al-Zayat, head of the
National Centre for Middle
East Studies
Dozens of Christian families have
left their homes in the North Sinai
cities of El Arish and Sheikh Zuweid after militants killed several
Christians.
Egyptian authorities said 118
families had fled ISIS violence to
Ismailia where they were given
accommodations, their children

admitted into schools and universities and elders offered financial
support.
ISIS militants recently killed
eight Christians, including a man
and his son whose home in El Arish was burned with their corpses
inside.
The attacks came a few days after
ISIS threatened Egypt’s Christians,
whom it calls “infidels”. Last December, ISIS claimed responsibility
for bombing a Cairo cathedral, killing 26 people.
The events and the apparent lack
of response from authorities left
a bitter taste in the mouths of the
country’s Christians.
“The situation of the Christians has become so precarious in
Egypt,” said Christian researcher
Ishaq Ibrahim. “State protection is
becoming rare.”
There is no official figure for the
number of Christian residents in
North Sinai but independent estimates put them at 4,000. Some
of the displaced Christians complained that army troops and police personnel in North Sinai are so
busy protecting their checkpoints
from ISIS attacks that they have little chance to defend civilians.
This can be true on the surface
but the fact is that the army is scoring huge victories against the militants, experts said.
Having killed and arrested scores
of militants in recent weeks, the
army, which has posted close to
40,000 troops in its Sinai operations, is pushing into Mount Halal
in the eastern Sinai and a no-go
area for the military for years.
The mount is believed to be ISIS’s
last refuge in the peninsula, which
borders both Israel and the Palestinian Gaza Strip.
“This operation will significantly
undermine the terrorist group and
destroy its command centre,” said
Osama Radi, a retired army general
and a member of the National Security Committee in parliament.

Tough test for Egypt. Christian Orthodox worshipers read a book at the monastery of Saint Simon
in Cairo.
(AFP)
“This is why I say ISIS’s anti-Christians drive aims to deflect attention
from this operation and enshroud
its success.”
The attacks on Christians also aim
to strangle Egypt’s tourism sector,
which had been showing signs of
recovery after a number of countries
lifted flight suspensions to tourist
sites, other experts said.
In November 2015, ISIS downed a
Russian passenger plane over Sinai,
killing all 224 passengers and crew
members aboard. Subsequent actions by various countries, including
Russia and Britain, caused a large
drop in Egyptian tourism, a sector
that in 2010 was worth $12 billion in
revenues. In 2016, tourism revenues
were $5.6 billion and tourist inflows
were down more than 60%.

The timing of the attacks against
the Christians cannot be worse, experts said. Sisi has sent his Foreign
minister to Washington to prepare
for his first visit to the White House
with US President Donald Trump.
Before the election Trump called
Sisi a “fantastic guy” and expressed
admiration of his “tough approach
to wipe out the Islamists” when he
travelled to New York in last September to meet the Egyptian president, who was attending the UN
General Assembly meeting.
“The displacement of scores of
Christian families is a huge affront
to a president who wants to project
the image of a strong ruler heavily and mercilessly cracking down
on ISIS,” Zayat said. “The protection of the Christian minority mat-

ters highly for Egypt’s ties with
the mainly Christian West, which
is why such attacks were the last
thing Sisi wants now.”
Sisi said the attacks were planned
to divide Egyptians and lead Christians to think the army is not doing
enough to protect them.
“Why this timing in particular?”
Sisi asked on February 28th at a
youth leadership programme organised by the presidency. “Are
we going to make some [outside]
visits? What is the message they
[ISIS] want to deliver? Isn’t this
the country that fights terrorism?
[They want to make the world believe that because] these people
were forced to leave their homes
it proves that Egypt is not effective
[in fighting terrorism].”

Trials and tribulations of the Copts in Sinai

View poi nt

Mohamad
Abou el-Fadel

T

he commotion created
by Coptic families
fleeing their homes in
the Sinai town of El
Arish lifted the veil on
many political and
security realities in Egypt. It
showed that conditions in the
country are complicated, especially when the government’s lack
of experience and wisdom in
dealing with them is considered.
Egyptian Copts have long been a
target for the Islamic State (ISIS) and
similar groups because they represent a weak link in the Egyptian
political equation. For many years,
Copts were the source of embarrassment for the government on both
the national and international levels. The Copts found themselves, in
one way or another, involved in the
toughest crises in Egypt and were
constantly used by outside parties
to score points against the various
governments.
The Egyptian government has
been lax in addressing the plight
of the Copts in the Sinai. Things
were left to rot until the Copts fled
their homes in El Arish for Ismailia,
115km north-east of Cairo, in late
February following a series of killings.
The government’s slow reaction
suggested an uncertainty on its part
on how to deal with the situation
in Sinai. The Egyptian government
had previously assured its citizens
that it had regained full control of
Sinai and that terrorist activities had
become infrequent and no longer
represented a threat to civilians.

The sight of fleeing families
brought to mind images of
refugees from other war zones.

The problem with the latest
episode in the Coptic drama is that
the scenes were typical and hard to
forget. The sight of families trudging
under the weight of their modest
belongings immediately brought to
mind images of refugees from other
war zones in Syria, Yemen, Iraq and
Libya. The visual link quickly established Sinai as a war zone.
The unfortunate events have embarrassed the government by making it look incapable of protecting its
own citizenry and that was exactly
ISIS’s objective when it threatened
to target Copts in Egypt.
The Coptic Church is a major supporter of the current government
but it was quite annoyed by the way
the authorities treated the Christian
refugees. Now, the Egyptian Copts

are angry at both their church and
Egyptian President Abdel Fattah
al-Sisi. The church is under great
pressure to adopt an uncompromising attitude and Sisi is seen as having failed to keep his many promises
regarding the Copts’ safety.
The reactions by many political
forces in Egypt supporting the government were perhaps unnecessarily exaggerated. They were quick to
give material aid and accommodations to the refugees from El Arish.
They could instead have worked
more on presenting a better picture
of national unity. The aid could have
been given before conditions in
Sinai deteriorated to this degree.
The latest crisis will certainly
have more serious political, economic and social repercussions.

The
Egyptian
Copts are
angry at
both their
church and
Egyptian
President
Abdel
Fattah
al-Sisi.

A soft spot. An Egyptian Coptic Orthodox priest comforts a Christian woman who
arrived to take refuge at the Evangelical Church in the Suez Canal city
of Ismailiya, on February 25th.
(AFP)

The timing of the crisis was most
unfortunate. The regime has been
going through a healing phase and
regained good relations with a
number of international powers.
There were optimistic signs for
tourism, especially in Sinai, and
there was a societal agreement
and determination to stand united
in the face of extremist elements
whose ideologies preach discrimination against Christians.
Quite naturally, a large segment
of the intellectual and educated
elites among the Muslims and the
Copts are feeling very frustrated
with the turn of events. They realise that their bet on deepening and
widening the sense of inclusive
citizenship among all Egyptians
comes with many risks.
The events in Sinai made it
necessary to examine many aspects
that had been taken for granted in
the quest for national unity. They
also exacerbated the feelings of disappointment at the government’s
programme for bridging the conceptual and legislative gaps related
to the notion of citizenship.
The government needs to take
measures to reclaim its central
role in Sinai. It must guarantee the
safe return of the refugees to their
homes there, which means eliminating the terrorist threat.
A new strategy for fighting terrorism in Sinai is needed. The old
one of closing off Sinai is obviously
not working. The government must
also quickly move forward with its
citizenship programme. It has become obvious that anyone planning
on destabilising Egypt will use the
Copts, the soft spot in the country’s
social fabric.
Mohamad Abou el-Fadel is an
Egyptian writer.
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Egypt appoints female imams to help fight extremism
Ibrahim Ouf

Cairo

E

gypt is trying a new tactic to prevent extremist
groups fighting the Egyptian state from winning
women to their side.
The Egyptian Religious Endowments Ministry, which supervises
the country’s 108,000 mosques,
said the plan includes appointing
female preachers for the first time
to teach women about moderate
Islam.
“Women are falling prey to radical
groups and the new measure aims
to protect them against this,” said
Sayed Abdel Maaboud, the ministry
official responsible for preaching affairs. “The new female imams will
give women correct religious information and teach them the right
principles of their religion.”
A decision by Abdel Maaboud’s
department in early February to
appoint 144 female imams is to be
followed by the appointment of
women to preaching positions at
mosques.
Egypt’s ultra-orthodox Salafists
and the country’s Muslim Brotherhood control hundreds of mosques,
especially in the coastal city of Alexandria, the Nile Delta and southern
Egypt. The Religious Endowments
Ministry has been struggling to
take control of those mosques from
those groups, accusing them of promoting radical ideas.
Egypt’s Salafists speak against interaction with the country’s Christian minority, the appointment of
non-Muslims to top government
positions and the presence of
churches. The Muslim Brotherhood
has been accused of attacking police
and army officers in Cairo.
The ministry’s appointment of
women, however, is less about
mosque control and more about

Defeating Salafists. Muslim women attend a lecture at al-Azhar mosque in Cairo.
Egypt’s war against extremism.
Apart from its crackdown on the
Brotherhood, its efforts to defang
the Salafists and repeated attempts
to reform religious discourse, Egypt
has changed the school curriculum.
Such a move, the government says,
aims to bring up a new generation
of peace-loving citizens immune to
radicalisation.
The change to the education curriculum followed repeated calls by
Egyptian President Abdel Fattah
al-Sisi for religious institutions to
reform discourse and target the intellectual basis of radical thinking.
The female preachers are to be
sent to mosques frequented by
large numbers of women from early
March with a list of topics to discuss, including moderation, tolerance and the peaceful nature of the
Islamic religion.
They will also talk about the Is-

lamic viewpoint of social issues,
including the duties of married
women towards their husbands and
children, child upbringing and the
duties of women in society.

A decision was taken
in early February to
appoint 144 female
imams.
“The presence of these female
preachers in the mosques will help
the authorities tighten the noose
around extremist groups,” said
Amna Nosseir, a professor of Islamic philosophy at al-Azhar University.
“These groups are having growing
influence on the nation’s women,
which must come to an end.”
Women have been caught in the
middle of Egypt’s war against takfiri

					

groups, especially in Sinai.
Security agencies said Bedouin
women are used by an Islamic Statelinked group fighting the Egyptian
Army in Sinai to collect information
about checkpoints and police posts.
In more than one incident, however, militants executed Bedouin
women after accusing them of spying for the army.
The 144 women appointed as
mosque preachers will account for
a very small part of Egypt’s maledominated preaching world. There
are 55,000 licensed male mosque
preachers in Egypt.
For decades, Egypt’s mosques,
which have separate praying space
for women, had male imams only.
Al-Azhar, the Sunni world’s highest seat of learning, is dominated
by men. The Islamic Research Academy, the most senior body and the
intellectual brain of al-Azhar, is also

(AFP)

dominated by men.
While there are women judges,
lawyers, schoolteachers, doctors
and ministers and 15% of Egypt’s
630 parliamentary seats are occupied by women, this is the first time
there will be women preachers.
Women’s rights groups and
Egypt’s National Women Council
hailed the appointment of female
imams as an “achievement”, a
“precedent” and a “harbinger” of
women’s emancipation.
“This is a great step,” said council
President Maya Morsi. “I am sure
women will prove themselves as
mosque imams and be a very useful tool against extremism. After all,
these are the society members who
bring up the country’s next generation of citizens.”
Ibrahim Ouf is an Egyptian
journalist based in Cairo.

Al-Azhar jails its critics
View poi nt
Tom Dinham
and Ahmad
Abou Douh

A

n institution that
once led the world in
religious thought
now uses litigation
to shut down debate
and criticism.
In a century that has been
defined from its start by the horrors of Islamist terrorism, ideas
matter. Perpetrators of violence
in the name of God are possessed
of a religiously rooted ideology so
compelling it can drive them to
kill themselves as well as others
in pursuit of its goals. If violent
Islamist ideology is not addressed
in all its forms, the terrorism that
has blighted the world — and the
Middle East in particular — will not
stop.
That is why al-Azhar, Islam’s
foremost fount of religious learning, is of paramount importance
and its maladministration is a
cause of global concern.
The necessity of engaging with
the religious arguments of terrorist
ideologues is something that has
been recognised by intellectuals in
the Islamic world. Muslim thinkers risk their lives by challenging
Islamist zealots and do so largely
alone and without political or institutional backing.
In the fight against Islamist
extremism Egypt, al-Azhar has a
central role to play. Unfortunately,
Egyptian artists and intellectuals
struggling to forcefully and directly
respond to the religious arguments
of terrorist groups often find themselves in court facing cases filed
against them by al-Azhar itself.
Censor-in-chief is not the role

Censor-in-chief is not the role
al-Azhar is supposed to be
playing.

al-Azhar is supposed to be playing,
nor the one set out for it by Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi
when he called on the institution
to lead a “religious revolution” to
purify Islamic texts of justifications for violence.
Not only has al-Azhar done little in this regard, it has set itself
up in Egypt as the sole legitimate
interpreter of Islamic doctrine.
The leaders of al-Azhar stress their
scholarly credentials and belittle those outside the institution
who engage in the intellectual
heavy lifting of responding to the
religious arguments of extremist
groups such as the Islamic State
(ISIS).
In the face of al-Azhar’s inaction,
the very least that can be asked
of it is that it leave other thinkers
free to undermine the religious
arguments put forward by extremist ideologues. This has not been
the case.
Al-Azhar has a habit of attacking
those who engage in detailed and
fundamental refutations of the ideological justifications for violence.
Most famously, Egyptian writer,
Islamic scholar and advocate of the
civil state Farag Foda was consistently condemned by then-sheikh
of al-Azhar, Ali Gad al-Haq, in the
early 1990s.
While al-Azhar as an institution
did not condone Foda’s killing, it
stood by in complicit silence as
scholars in formal positions at alAzhar, Muslim Brotherhood ideologues and members of the Islamic
Group openly advocated his death,
which came at the hands of an
Islamic Group terrorist in 1992.
The example of Foda underlines
the deadly consequences strident
condemnation of intellectuals by
religious authorities and Islamist
groups can have. More recently,

Islamic scholar Islam al-Behairy,
whose popular television programme With Islam boldly challenged the arguments and religious
reasoning of Islamist extremists,
had his programme taken off the
air at the personal request of the
Grand Imam of al-Azhar Ahmed
el-Tayeb.
Behairy was condemned in an
official statement by al-Azhar for
“insulting Islam” and sentenced to
jail for five years, a term later commuted to one year.
In a statement justifying the
suspension of With Islam, private
channel Al Kahera Wal Nas argued
that “the development of religious
discourse will be left to Muslim
scholars”, an oblique reference
to the argument of al-Azhar that
only those related to the institution should be allowed to engage in
religious debate. Behairy now lives
under the threat of assassination.
Recently, al-Azhar broke new
ground, condemning and litigating
against writers who do not engage
in Islamic theorising but rather
question why al-Azhar is not more
active in challenging extremism.
A prominent example is the
deputy editor of the Egyptian
newspaper Al-Watan, Ahmed
al-Khatib, who wrote a series of
articles exposing administrative
corruption at al-Azhar and, most
concerning, detailed allegations
of links between members of its
ruling council and the Muslim
Brotherhood and Islamic Group.
That, Khatib said, the most important institution in the world in the
fight against Islamic extremism is
under the control of individuals
with extremist links is a matter of
global importance.
Rather than directly addressing
Khatib’s allegations, the individuals concerned chose to use

Al-Azhar
has set
itself up
in Egypt
as the sole
legitimate
interpreter
of Islamic
doctrine.

the prestige of al-Azhar to deflect
scrutiny of their personal conduct.
Of course, the individuals concerned are free to pursue Khatib
through the courts if they can
prove his claims are libellous. What
is concerning is that the institutional weight of al-Azhar is being
brought to bear as well as the personal prestige of the grand imam.
Four of the five cases facing Khatib
were brought by the al-Azhar ruling
council as a body or by the grand
imam himself, even though Khatib
was careful to stress his accusations were not directed against
either Tayeb or al-Azhar. Indeed,
the focus of the allegations, legal
adviser to the grand imam Sheikh
Mohamed Abd al-Salam, has only
brought one of the five cases.
The cases against Khatib represent a worrying precedent and
place Egyptian writers and reformist scholars in an impossible position. On the one hand, they cannot
answer the arguments of Islamist
extremists without being accused
by al-Azhar of overstepping the
boundaries of civil discourse and
insulting religion. On the other,
they cannot question al-Azhar’s
inactivity in dealing with the theological arguments used by terrorists
to justify killing, nor the conduct
of individuals who are supposed to
be directing a counter-extremism
strategy.
If this situation continues, the
“religious revolution” declared by
Sisi will never come to fruition and
the arguments of Islamist extremists will go unanswered by the
institution best placed to address
them. The world will be a worse
place as a result.
Tom Dinham is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in London. Ahmad
Abou Douh is an Egyptian writer.
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Saudi monarch embarks on South East Asia tour
The Arab Weekly staff

London

S

audi King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud, looking
to boost the country’s
economic diversification
programmes and enhance
diplomatic relations, has taken a
very large group on what is to be a
month-long tour of several SouthEast Asian countries.
With stops in Malaysia, Indonesia, Brunei, Japan, China, and
the Maldives, the king and his
1,000-person contingent are pitching the ambitious Vision 2030 plan
that seeks to expand the Saudi
economy beyond its traditional oilbased foundation. It marked King
Salman’s first trip to the region
since ascending to the throne in
January 2015.

Besides Malaysia and
Indonesia, the king’s
trip included Brunei,
Japan, China and the
Maldives.
Oil was still high on the tour’s
agenda, and one of the first announced deals was that Saudi Aramco would be investing in a giant
Malaysian oil refinery project. The
agreement was said to amount to a
Saudi $7 billion investment in Malaysia’s Petronas.
“This is a huge investment and
is very significant,” said Malaysian
Prime Minister Najib Razak. Aramco will take a 50% stake in select
ventures and assets in the Refinery
and Petrochemical Integrated Development project developed by
Petronas, a statement said.
“Malaysia offers tremendous
growth opportunities and today’s
agreement further strengthens
Saudi Aramco’s position as the
leading supplier of petroleum feedstock to Malaysia and South-East
Asia,” Aramco Chief Executive Officer Amin Nasser said.
The announcement provided a

Starting point. Indonesian President Joko Widodo (R) walks with Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud at the presidential palace in
Jakarta, on March 2nd.
(AFP)
productive start to the king’s trip
with Razak escorting the king to
the Malaysian parliament.
“We are proud of this relationship as the kingdom of Saudi Arabia
and Malaysia are closely cooperating for serving the Islamic nation,”
Razak told the Malaysian National
News Agency.
King Salman and his entourage
on March 1st arrived in Indonesia,
the world’s most populous Muslim
nation, marking the first visit by a
Saudi king in almost half a century.
The king was met by Indonesian

President Joko Widodo and received an extravagant official welcome from a crowd of thousands
chanting selamat datang – Indonesian for “welcome”.
“The king’s visit has become the
starting point for the improvement
of relations between Indonesia and
Saudi Arabia, which are united by
Islam, brotherhood and a mutually
beneficial relationship,” Widodo
said in a televised speech during
the Saudi king’s visit.
Indonesia, the region’s largest oil
producer, is looking for increased

foreign investment, particularly
for its underdeveloped petroleum
industry. While in Jakarta, the
kingdom pledged $1 billion in development funds, including a deal
between Aramco and local oil company Pertamina for a joint venture
refinery worth $6 billion.
Other memorandums of understanding signed included pledges
to combat human and drug trafficking and terrorism.
In a speech March 2nd at the Indonesian House of Representatives
King Salman called for a united

front in dealing with terrorism.
“The challenges facing the Islamic nation, particularly, and the
world generally, topped by the phenomenon of extremism and terrorism, the clash of cultures, non-respect for sovereignty of countries
and interference in their internal
affairs, necessitate that we stand
united in confronting these challenges,” King Salman said.
“We should close ranks in combating terrorism, radicalism and
strive to bring world peace for the
benefit of all of us.”

Saudi Arabia and Iraq work to reset ties
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

I

n the first visit to Iraq by a
high-ranking Saudi official
since 2003, Saudi Foreign Minister Adel al-Jubeir made what
was billed as a surprise trip to
Baghdad to smooth relations and
collaborate in the fight against the
Islamic State (ISIS).
Jubeir, Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi and Foreign Minister
Ibrahim al-Jaafari on February 25th
had the first meetings between a
Saudi Foreign minister and Iraqi
officials since the Saddam era in
1990.

The kingdom
stands at an equal
distance from all
Iraqi communities
making up Iraq.
Saudi Foreign Minister
Adel al-Jubeir

”

The two sides “discussed means
to enhance bilateral relations in
all fields, in addition to the fight
against terrorist gang of Daesh
(ISIS) and recent push of the Iraqi
forces into the right side (western
bank) of Mosul”, a statement from
Abadi said.
Jubeir described the meeting as
“positive and fruitful” and emphasised that “the kingdom stands at
an equal distance from all Iraqi communities making up Iraq and supports the unity and stability of Iraq”.

Iraqi sources said the visit by the
top Saudi diplomat had actually
been planned well in advance and
was preceded by several months
of negotiations on various issues
affecting the two countries and involving the head of Iraq’s National
Intelligence Service Mustafa Kadhimi, former US diplomat Zalmay
Khalilzad, retired US Army General
David Petraeus, a former head of
the CIA and the US Central Command, and senior Saudi officials.
A source within the Sunni-dominated Muttahidoon (Sunni Iraqi
Forces Alliance) parliamentary
coalition said the visit by Jubeir
had been put off until now due to
statements or incidences “here and
there”, adding that “US officials
under the Trump administration
played a pivotal role in thawing
relations between Baghdad and Riyadh”.
Saudi-Iraqi relations deteriorated
under Saddam Hussein after the
invasion of Kuwait in 1990 and the
subsequent war. Relations went
from bad to worse following the
2003 war in which the Iraqi dictator was removed from power. This
resulted in the empowerment of
the country’s Shia majority and the
marginalisation and persecution of
Iraq’s Sunni minority.
Attempts to relaunch diplomatic
relations between the two energy
powerhouses in 2015 ended with a
step backward. In December of that
year, the kingdom reopened its mission for the first time since 1990,
with veteran diplomat Thamer
al-Sabhan as its ambassador. However, his tenure in the country was
marked by turmoil and accusations

New phase? Iraqi Prime Minister Haidar al-Abadi (R) meeting with Saudi Foreign Minister Adel
al-Jubeir in Baghdad, on February 25th.
of interference by Iraqi officials.
In August 2016, the pan-Arab,
Saudi-owned
Asharq
al-Awsat
newspaper reported that Sabhan
had been the target of an Iran-sponsored assassination attempt. In an
interview on Iraqi television, Sabhan said the mission had received
information concerning a plot targeting him and the Saudi embassy
by Iraqi militias supported by Tehran. A statement from the Iraqi Foreign Ministry dismissed the threat
and it asked the Saudi government
to replace Sabhan over his anti-militia statements.

Whether the latest overtures lead
to better relations between Saudi
Arabia and Iraq remains to be seen
but at least one Gulf analyst remains optimistic.
Al-Arabiya News Channel General Manager Turki Aldakhil chose
the theme of Arab solidarity in his
assessment, writing that: “There
is a desire to bring Iraq to the Arab
fold and to discuss coordination
with the country to curb terrorism,
especially considering the fact that
the menace is expanding over vast
areas of Iraq and Syria.”
Aldakhil highlighted the king-

(AFP)

dom’s support for Iraq, saying:
“Saudi Arabia has since day one
decided to support Iraqi unity.” He
added: “Iraq will remain Arab and
one day it will return to its natural
space, the reservoir of Arab and Islamic civilisation.”
The United Arab Emirates, Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman and Qatar,
which, along with Saudi Arabia, are
members of the Gulf Cooperation
Council, welcomed the rapprochement efforts.
Mohammed Alkhereiji is the Gulf
section editor of The Arab Weekly.
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Yemeni president
travels to Abu
Dhabi on a damage
control bid
Ahmed Abou Douh

London

Y

emeni President Abd
Rabbo Mansour Hadi has
attempted to assure the
leadership of the United
Arab Emirates of his commitment to thwarting hostile forces
in the country, Gulf sources told the
London-based Al Arab newspaper.
Unidentified sources referenced
in the newspaper said Hadi’s February 27th visit came after reports
that elements of Yemen’s government and members of the Yemeni
branches of the Muslim Brotherhood and al-Qaeda had been working to undermine UAE efforts to
stabilise southern parts of Yemen,
which they had taken control of
from Iranian-backed Houthi rebels.

Members of the
Al-Islah Party in
Yemen are suspected
of seeking to control
liberated areas.
Members of the Brotherhoodaffiliated Al-Islah Party in Yemen,
allied with al-Qaeda in the Arabian
Peninsula (AQAP), are suspected of
seeking to take control of areas that
had been liberated by UAE armed

forces and the Yemeni Army loyal
to Hadi.
Nasser Abd Rabbo, Hadi’s son,
who is an official based in southern
Yemen, is accused of handing over
parts of the Abyan province to AlIslah, further destabilising Aden
and Mukalla. This has heightened
concerns that elements hostile to
the Arab-led coalition battling the
Houthis could gain entrance into
Aden, the temporary capital of the
internationally recognised government.
Websites affiliated with the Muslim Brotherhood have been leaking
information details of a rift between
Hadi and the UAE. The sources
raised questions about Abu Dhabi’s
role in the affair. Abu Dhabi has
been supportive of the legitimate
government in Yemen.
The sources said Nasser Abd Rabbo had mobilised 10,000 fighters
whose loyalties were in question to
go up against the Arab coalition.
Emirati political sources quoted
by Al Arab said Hadi was questioned
about his government’s intent during his visit. They said he was specifically asked whether he favours
the withdrawal of the Arab coalition
from Yemen, which could allow
Tehran-affiliated militias or al-Qaeda to take over, potentially prolonging the crisis by giving legitimacy to
radical groups seeking to capitalise
on corruption in the country.

Suspicions. Yemeni President Abd Rabbo Mansour Hadi.
The sources added that Hadi’s
actions gave no indication that he
intended to help the Saudi-led coalition achieve its declared objective
of liberating the country from the
rebels and forces loyal to former
president Ali Abdullah Saleh. The
sources said Hadi has been accused
of being more interested in prolonging the crisis in Yemen, even at the
expense of jeopardising the country’s stability.
Upon arriving in Abu Dhabi, Hadi
was greeted by the head of UAE’s
intelligence service, Major-General
Ali Mohammed Hammad al-Sham-

si. Instead of being surrounded by
his usual group of ministers and officials, the Yemeni president was
accompanied only by one aide. After the meetings in Abu Dhabi, Hadi
flew to Riyadh, where he was to
meet with officials to discuss reconstruction efforts, local reports said.
Muslim
Brotherhood-affiliated
news websites described the state
of affairs as a “major embarrassment” to many leaders in Yemen’s
government.
The websites carried a statement
from Muhammad al-Yadumi, chairman of the Supreme Committee

(AFP)

of Al-Islah, saying: “Those of you
suffering from short-sightedness
should remember that coalition
countries, particularly Saudi Arabia
and the United Arab Emirates, have
poured blood on our soil and not
water.”
Sources within Al-Islah say Yadumi’s statement, published on
the party’s Facebook page, ignored
connections between the Muslim
Brotherhood and radical Islamic elements in Yemen.
Ahmed Abou Douh
is a London-based journalist.

Oman’s Sultan Qaboos chooses a successor
The Arab Weekly staff

London

S

ultan Qaboos bin Said Al
Said of Oman has issued
a royal decree, on March
3rd, appointing his cousin
Sayyid Asaad bin Tariq Al
Said as deputy prime minister for
international cooperation and the
sultan’s special representative, an
apparent step towards nominating
a successor.
Along with Sayyid Asaad, the apparent successor to Sultan Qaboos,
77, the sayyid’s son, Sayyid Timur
bin Asaad bin Tariq Al Said is now
seen as second in line of succession, Omani sources said. Sayyid
Timur is considered close to the
sultan.

Oman is an absolute
monarchy, with the
sultan’s position of
utmost importance.
Sayyid Asaad, 63, is a career
government official and the son of
Tariq bin Taimur, Sultan Qaboos’s
uncle, who was the sultanate’s first
prime minister before the sultan
took over the position himself.
Sayyid Asaad has served as the sultan’s “special representative” since
2002.
The appointment as deputy
prime minister places Sayyid
Asaad at the top of the list of potential successors even though a
distant cousin, Sayyid Fahd bin
Mahmoud Al Said, serves as deputy premier for cabinet affairs.
Sayyid Taimur serves as chairman of the Scientific Research
Council, a ceremonial post.
Sultan Qaboos’s royal decree
said the decision was made “based
on the public interest”. The sultan has rarely been seen in public
since his return from a medical trip
abroad last April.

Sultan Qaboos bin Said (R) greeted by newly appointed Deputy Prime Minister for Relations and International Cooperation Affairs,
Sayyid Asaad bin Tariq al-Said (L) and Deputy Premier for Cabinet Affairs Sayyid Fahd bin Mahmoud al-Said (C).
(Oman News Agency)
Article 6 of the Omani constitution states that a member of the
ruling royal family must choose a
new ruler within three days of the
sultan’s death. The choice is usually based on the recommendation
of the monarch himself as the Abadi sect of Islam prevents the formal
appointment of a crown prince.
If the royal family council cannot reach a consensus based on a
sealed letter containing the late
sultan’s choice as successor, then

the sultanate’s top military officers, the head of the supreme court
and the heads of the two chambers
of Oman’s Consultative Council
participate in a wider selection
process with the royal family.
Oman is an absolute monarchy,
with the sultan’s position of utmost importance. Sultan Qaboos
serves as prime minister, supreme
commander of the armed forces
and police and minister of Defence, Foreign Affairs and Finance.

Sultan Qaboos, the eighth sultan in the Al Said family dynasty,
came to power on July 23rd, 1970,
following a bloodless coup. In recent years, he has led the country
through regional turmoil of the
“Arab spring” in 2011 as well as
current economic uncertainties
because of low oil prices.
The sultanate is known for its
independent foreign policy, sometimes taking unilateral decisions
that run counter to other Gulf Co-

operation Council (GCC) members.
When the war in Yemen broke out
in March 2015, Oman was the only
GCC member not to actively join
the Saudi-led alliance fighting the
Iran-backed Houthis, opting for a
more intermediary diplomatic role
in the conflict.
Sources told The Arab Weekly
that Sultan Qaboos had wanted to
give the family branch of Sayyid
Asaad and Sayyid Taimur ample
time to prepare to govern.
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ISIS a failed idea and
a failing project

I

n recent weeks, nearly 500 members of Egypt’s Coptic
Christian community were forced to flee the Sinai peninsula
to Ismailia, on the heels of the assassination of seven Copts in
El Arish.
The Islamic State (ISIS) is trying to fuel sectarian conflict in
Egypt to destabilise the government of President Abdel
Fattah al-Sisi. This dastardly agenda is meant to play out in
the way it promoted sectarian strife in the Levant.
The extremist group’s terrorism is obviously intended to compensate for military setbacks in Syria and Iraq. In recent days, forces
loyal to the Syrian regime recaptured most of the ancient city of
Palmyra, two months after it fell to ISIS.
Recent assessments indicate ISIS was driven from nearly onequarter of its territory in Iraq and Syria in 2016; its infrastructure,
resources and revenue-raising capacity have been greatly depleted
and it has lost many key leaders as the result of 17,000 air strikes by
the US-led coalition. Late last year, ISIS lost control of Sirte, its final
stronghold in Libya.
More importantly, ISIS is failing as an idea. And it is failing as a
project.
In June 2014, no one quite believed the extremist group’s declaration that it would build an Islamic caliphate along the lines of
illusory goals. Since then, ISIS has been unable to impose its
anachronistic value system anywhere except in the areas it brought
under its direct barbaric control. The group has not been able to
bring about the end of religious tolerance, cultural commingling
and multi-ethnic harmony. The overwhelming majority of Muslims
have rejected its call for a clash of civilisations, with Muslims
against everyone else.
In the United States, Muslims have been raising money and
mobilising their community on behalf of Jewish fellow-Americans
whose cemeteries were vandalised and desecrated by anti-Semites.
Those American Muslims raising hundreds of thousands of
dollars for Jews in Missouri and Pennsylvania are, in a way, a
measure of ISIS’s failure. That they symbolise the strength of an
age-old notion of shared humanity, common values and fellowfeeling is another blow to ISIS’s hateful, hate-filled ideology.
ISIS has wreaked horrors on minority religious groups in the
Middle East and North Africa region but it ultimately will not be
able to carry out its sectarian ethnic cleansing project in the region.
Despite its attempts to fan the flames of sectarianism in Sinai and
the rest of Egypt, the overwhelming majority of Egypt’s 92 million
population has stood against the ISIS strategy, which considers the
country’s Christians its “favourite prey”.
Amid complaints that Egypt’s Copts are not sufficiently protected, Sisi told his military and police chiefs that it was time “to
completely eradicate terrorism in northern Sinai and defeat any
attempts to target civilians or to undermine the unity of the
national fabric”.
Governments and civil society groups in the Middle East and
North Africa region must be more watchful and proactive about
protecting religious and ethnic minorities. Preserving the make-up
of the region and harmony between its various components is a key
element in the war against ISIS’s totalitarian vision.
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Hamas and
many other
Palestinian
organisations
have been
infiltrated by
Iran.

I

t has been half a century since
the 1967 six-day war against
Israel and Arabs still refuse to
refer to it by its appropriate
name — a defeat that stripped
bare their naked truth.
Nothing really has changed in half
a century except that Egypt regained
its occupied territories from Israel
thanks to an exceptional man named
Anwar Sadat. The Golan Heights in
Syria, the West Bank in Jordan and
East Jerusalem are still under Israeli
occupation.
For its part, Jordan could have regained its territories and even found
a compromise regarding Jerusalem
on the basis of UN Security Council
Resolution 242 were it not for a mindless resolution taken by the 1974 Arab
summit in Rabat. It was resolved then
to consider the “Palestinian Liberation Organisation as the only legitimate representative of the Palestinian
people”.
That single resolution robbed Jordan of all its arguments to negotiate
the liberation of the West Bank and
Jerusalem. The man behind it was
former Algerian president Houari
Boumediene, a man with no vision whatsoever and bent on taking
revenge on the late Jordanian King
Hussein.
Boumediene underestimated the
importance of Jordan in the region.
He could not see that if the Palestinian cause was alive, and still is today,
it was thanks to the existence of a real
Palestinian identity and people and
thanks to King Hussein, who in 1970
refused Israel’s “alternative country”
solution for the Palestinians. By burying this entire evil scheme, Jordan did
the greatest service to the Palestinian
cause.
In 1967, Lebanon was the only
country in the Middle East that demonstrated a real awareness of its size
and importance. It did not join in the
war against Israel despite the tremendous pressure put on then president
Charles Helou. He was a weak president but a wise one. He was perfectly
cognisant of the balance of power in
the region. His decision robbed Israel
of the chance to grab Lebanese territories.
Jordan was not so lucky. Even
though King Hussein knew the war
would be lost, he had to join in as his
kingdom was in jeopardy because
of Egyptian president Gamal Abdel
Nasser. Nasser bears the responsibility of falling into the war trap,
having been dragged to it by the
Ba’ath regime in Syria represented by
the then Syrian minister of Defence
Hafez Assad and the other Alawite
strongman Salah Jadid. Assad had
other objectives besides regaining the
Golan Heights. He wanted to use the
Palestinian guerrillas to lay hands on

Lebanon under the pretext of protecting it from Palestinian domination.
Half a century after the 1967 defeat,
Iraq has vanished. In the region, Iraq
served as a buffer protecting the Arab
world from invasion by Iran. French
president François Mitterrand described the border between Iraq and
Iran as “a border between two great
civilisations”, the Arab civilisation
and the Persian civilisation. With the
fall of Iraq, the balance of power in
the region was gone and Iran has extended its influence to Syria, Lebanon
and even Yemen. The Arabs are still
searching for ways to regain the lost
balance.
The other major change since the
defeat of 1967 is the fact that two
countries have signed peace agreements with Israel. They are Egypt and
Jordan. Jordan signed the agreement
only after the two main protagonists
in the conflict, the Palestinians and
Israel, had signed the Oslo agreement.
What has not changed since the ’67
defeat is that there are certain parties
who continue to use Palestine and the
Palestinians for their own dogmatic
purposes. During the Cold War, the
Soviet Union fed the Palestinians all
sorts of fantasies to block any US-brokered agreement with Israel. During
the Camp David negotiations in 1978,
one of the agreements prepared then
concerned Palestine. It fell through.
At that time, there were very few
Israeli colonies in the West Bank.
For the past quarter of a century,
Iran did its best to make it possible
for the Israeli right wing to claim that
“there is no credible Palestinian side
to negotiate with”. It is not the recent
Iran-sponsored conference for Palestine in Tehran that is going to change
that. Iran knows quite well that Israel
relishes every opportunity in which
its very existence is threatened in
bombastic speeches describing it
as “a cancer” in the region and Iran
maliciously obliges.
Turkey also tried its hand at the
Palestinian game card. Not long ago,
a Turkish-sponsored attempt to break
from the sea the blockade imposed on
Gaza. It failed miserably when then
Turkish prime minister Recep Tayyip
Erdogan adopted a hard-line policy
on the subject.
After half a century, the Middle East
has changed a lot but the practice
of profiteering from the Palestinian
cause has not. It is very unfortunate
that the Palestinian cause is slowly
losing real leaders courageous enough
to take fateful decisions, while Hamas
and many other Palestinian organisations have turned out to be infiltrated
to a large extent by Iran.
Khairallah Khairallah is a Lebanese
writer.
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Much more than brute military force needed to defeat ISIS

Claude Salhani

The errors
committed in
Iraq must not
be repeated
in the battle
to defeat
ISIS.

U

S President Donald
Trump has reiterated his intent to go
after the Islamic
State (ISIS) and
eradicate the jihadi
terror organisation, which has
taken over large regions of Iraq
and Syria and claimed responsibility for many vicious attacks in
the West.
“We defended the borders of
other nations while ignoring our
own,” Trump said February 28th
in opening remarks to a joint session of the US Congress. “We will
shortly take new steps to keep our
nation safe and keep those out who
will do us harm.”
To that end — at least in part —
the US president said he would
increase by $54 billion the budget
devoted to the US Defense Department. This would be the largest
increase in military spending in the
country’s history.
However, anyone vaguely familiar with the issue at hand knows
that much more than pure military
force and oodles of dollars are
needed to defeat ISIS, or, as Trump
calls it, “radical Islamic terrorism”
— a phrase his national security

adviser H.R. McMaster suggested
the president not use.
For the United States, the bad
news is that the funds that are going to be allocated to the Pentagon
mean cuts in other government expenses. As Trump won’t likely propose raising taxes, this means that
the added funds for the military
will come from other areas, such as
education, public broadcasting, the
arts and, very possibly, the US State
Department.
This comes at a time when the
United States needs to bolster
its diplomacy rather than flex its
military muscle. Trump is reported
to have received proposals from the
Pentagon regarding ISIS.
If the United States launches an
all-out war to finish ISIS to “remove
this vile evil from the planet”, as
Trump said, a US-led alliance will
need to destroy ISIS not only militarily but also tackle its ideology.
Washington will need an experienced corps of diplomats — specialists in their regions — because the
fight against ISIS will require astute
tacticians to work behind the
scenes in the corridors of power.
For the war against ISIS to be
successful, the United States and

its allies must have an iron-clad
plan. The United States will need
to establish a sort of Marshall Plan
and not to leave a void that would
benefit those who wish to see
America fail.
The war to eradicate ISIS cannot
be fought on the military front
alone. The United States must
consider the effects a full attack
will have in the Arab world and
particularly on the youth in cities
where many are idle due to lack
of jobs, making them easy recruitment targets for the jihadists.
Both George H.W. Bush and
George W. Bush understood the
need to have a firm coalition lined
up before going into battle against
Saddam Hussein. Despite the
United States’ far superior military
force, with troops better-trained,
better-equipped and having access to better intelligence, they
made great efforts to recruit Arab
countries into coalitions to fight
Saddam.
Trump needs to plan carefully
and strategically for the postcombat phase of the operation. The
errors committed in Iraq during the
first few days of the US occupation
must not be repeated in the battle

to defeat ISIS. This offensive needs
to happen in coordination with
friendly governments in the region
and the United States should have
a plan that can be immediately implemented in areas liberated from
the jihadists.
While the United States will play
a central role, it must not appear
as though the mission was entirely
developed in Washington. The
challenge is identifying which
countries or groups have their
own agendas. For example, while
Kurdish forces should be part of the
US-led alliance as they have had
success fighting ISIS, getting them
and Turkey on the same side will be
a challenge.
So, too, will convincing predominantly Sunni Arab countries to stop
their support of jihadist groups
because they see those groups as
natural allies against rising Shia influences in the region. Perhaps the
greatest challenge will be the battle
to change the education system
in countries where the curriculum
includes teaching the children how
to hate.
Claude Salhani is a regular
columnist for The Arab Weekly.

Donald Trump’s America wants to make war on peace

Rashmee Roshan Lall

Trump’s
proposed
boost for
defence
spending is
almost as
much as
Russia’s
entire
defence
budget.

Y

ou don’t have to look
at Donald Trump very
long to realise that he
could be a strong man.
At 1.88 metres, he is
taller than most men.
At at least 107 kilograms, he
weighs more than many people.
At 70, he gives no sign of being
infirm, beset by knees that buckle
or the timid appetite for confrontation that often afflicts people as
they grow older and wiser.
It is a fair guess then that this
Republican president’s plan to
increase US defence spending by
$54 billion and gut the United
States’ soft-focus international
engagement through diplomacy
and foreign aid is part of the strong
man aura.
The word “aura” is important.
Trump wants to project a strong
man’s image, even though it is
not remotely comparable to that
of Russian counterpart Vladimir
Putin. Russia’s president is obviously in peak physical condition
at 64. A gym rat, he released his
own workout video in 2015, which
serves as a companion to an earlier
instructional one on judo.

There is no doubting Putin’s
strong man credentials and that he
does not have the luxury afforded
to the overweight Trump of a
huge increase in Russia’s defence
budget. Remember, Trump’s proposed boost for defence spending
is almost as much as Russia’s entire
defence budget.
Trump’s obsession with appearing the strong man — one to be
feared, fervently salaamed and
fawned upon — has led him to
propose an extraordinary course
for the United States in peacetime.
He is seeking 60,000 additional soldiers, 12,000 more Marines to serve
in infantry and tank battalions, at
least another 100 combat aircraft
and a 350-ship navy, up from the
present fleet of 274.
This emir-like extravagance in
an America $20 trillion in debt will
mean a nearly 10% increase on current defence spending. That’s more
than the total funding allocated
to most other federal agencies. It
is more than the US State Department’s entire budget request for
2017. It is not far off the $42.4 billion that the United States spends
on foreign aid, much of it going

to US-made weaponry in a clever
looping back from altruism to selfinterest.
Those who stand to lose from
Trump’s push for more armaments
and troops will not just be the
State Department but the intended
recipients of economic and development assistance. Afghanistan
($1 billion), Jordan ($632.4 million)
and Ethiopia ($512.6 million) were
among countries that have benefited the most from US largesse this
year. The unkindness of depriving
Afghanistan, where the United
States remains engaged in its longest war, and Jordan, which hosts
nearly 3 million refugees, simply
beggars belief.
But Trump, the aspiring strong
man, brooks no qualms. With his
characteristic disregard for the
facts, the US president has said it
would be a “historic” increase in
military spending. It won’t. In 1981,
1982, 2002 and 2008, there were
larger or comparable increases.
Trump was right in one respect:
If his proposal were passed as he
wants by the US Congress, it would
be a historic increase in defence
spending for peacetime.

Does this mean the United States
officially considers itself at war?
Yes, in the sense that Trump
wants to launch a war on diplomacy in all but name. Conflict resolution, peace building, soft power
and the gentle art of persuasion are
for wusses. Militarism is for strong
countries and the strong men who
lead them.
“We have to start winning wars
again,” Trump has said, words that
don’t chime with his previous campaign promises to rebuild at home
and keep the United States out of
unnecessary military conflicts.
So, what wars will Trump’s
America win with more weapons,
a bigger nuclear arsenal and more
soldiers out on foreign battlefields?
The chilling reality is that Trump
will have to make the wars he plans
for his fully armed and dangerous
America to win.
That would beat Putin’s workout
videos any day.
Rashmee Roshan Lall is a
columnist for The Arab Weekly.
Her blog can be found at www.
rashmee.com and she is on Twitter:
@rashmeerl.

Iran has to stop sponsoring terrorist militias first

Salem el-Kotobi

Like their
teachers, the
small
mullahs only
know evil
sectarian
discourse.

I

really pitied Hamid Abu
Talibi, head of the office of
Iranian President Hassan
Rohani, when he tweeted
about his boss’s Gulf tour:
“Rohani’s regional initiative
to accept the invitations of the
Omani and Kuwaiti heads of state
is a sign of the need to establish
Islamic friendship relations and
reviving regional relations. This
regional initiative is an opportunity to be seized by our friends in
the region because it will not come
again. Seize the good opportunity.”
I pitied Abu Talibi for several reasons. The main one is that I find the
small mullahs just as arrogant and
conceited as the big ones. Like their
teachers, the small mullahs lack
diplomatic finesse and only know
evil sectarian discourse.
The second reason is that Abu
Talibi’s tweet reminded me of
vendors trying very hard to sell an
unpopular product in a depressed
market. They tell potential customers that their merchandise is the
last of the stock and that this is the
final chance to get it this cheap.
Can you imagine a diplomat, supposedly aware of the fast-changing
and deeply complex strategic realities surrounding him, referring to
dialogue as a “once in a lifetime op-

portunity” to be grabbed by others?
The place for such language is the
bazaar and not diplomacy. Skilful
diplomacy opens doors and never
shuts them or even hints at shutting
them. Only vendors selling unsold
bad-quality dead stock would use
that kind of language.
I know that bazaar language is
more often than not the language
dominating Iranian foreign affairs.
Iranian negotiators are very skilful
at bidding their time, outmanoeuvring their opponents and draining
their energies. This is not surprising
given Iran’s long heritage in carpet
making and trading, which must
have imprinted patience in the collective unconsciousness of Iranian
society.
However, to hawk Rohani’s initiative in such an amateurish way is
not going to make it attractive. The
people charged with selling the
product have really made a mess
of the situation. Nobody is going to
buy or even look at the merchandise.
I frankly cannot see this once in
a lifetime offer mentioned by Abu
Talibi. I don’t see how a simple
mentioning by Rohani of a dialogue
aiming at correcting some misunderstandings in diplomatic relations
between Iran and the Gulf countries
would constitute an “opportunity”.

The opportunity in question must
be a chance for further cheating and
deception and a dialogue that starts
with denying the heart of the problem and source of all crises can only
be a trick for a bigger masquerade.
If opportunity there is, it must
be one for the mullahs to start
rearranging their cards in light of
the new international and regional
strategic conditions. They must
seize the opportunity to make wise
choices that will spare the region
and the Iranian people further
crises.
In the Arabian Gulf, the real
opportunity will be created when
several factors come together. At
the top of these is for Iran to stop
sponsoring terrorist militias in the
region. Iran must demonstrate a
genuine intention to engage in a
constructive dialogue without preconditions and around a carefully
planned agenda focusing on specific unsettled issues between the
Gulf Cooperation Council countries
and the Iranian regime.
The opportunity in question
will arise when the mullahs finally
recognise the sovereignty of Iraq,
Syria and Yemen, when they stop
reiterating their claims regarding
Bahrain, when they return the three
Emirati islands, when they change
their behaviour in the region and

when they make serious proposals for peaceful coexistence in the
Arabian Gulf.
Just a few days ago, we heard
Turkey formally accuse Iran of
sending refugees to battle fronts in
Syria and Iraq and of endeavouring
to destabilise the region. Turkish
Foreign Minister Mevlut Cavusoglu
has accused Iran of wanting to convert all of Syria and Iraq to the Shia
sect. A few days before that, Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan
spoke of the dangers of “Persian
nationalism”. These accusations by
former allies cannot all be made up.
Iran has made many mistakes in
its regional policies. The ideology
of sectarian expansionism is, in the
end, detrimental to Iran and Iranians. It must be abandoned in favour
of peaceful coexistence. Otherwise,
the mullahs run the risk of facing a
fate similar to Saddam Hussein’s.
History teaches us that no
regime can last when it treats its
neighbours as enemies. Given the
fast-changing geostrategic conditions regionally and internationally, the conceited mullahs, big and
small, cannot go on for long using
a patronising and condescending
language and adopting a haughty
Persian attitude.
Salem el-Kotobi is an Emirati writer.
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Battle for Mosul shows retreating caliphate

James Snell

This operation
has taken
longer than
was suggested
by optimistic
politicians and
analysts.

R

ecapturing
eastern Mosul
from the Islamic
State (ISIS)
represents a
notable achievement for Iraq’s
security forces. This presents a
marked contrast to the disorder
with which the Iraqi Army
fought the sudden advance of
ISIS in 2014. Then Iraq’s armed
forces fell back and ISIS
advanced to within 64km of
Baghdad.
Now ISIS is in full retreat and it
is, slowly but surely, losing
control of Mosul, its last major
stronghold in Iraq. However, the
offensive aimed at recapturing
Mosul has sustained criticism.
There are worries about the
effectiveness of elite Iraqi
troops after months of hard
fighting and attritional warfare.
The operation has taken longer
than was suggested by optimistic politicians and analysts and
it has cost more than many
expected. For example, the elite
Golden Division, an Iraqi
counterterrorism force, has
taken many casualties. Some
have suggested that it struggles
to be combat-ready.
Iraq’s Federal Police and
Emergency Response Division
has taken an increasingly
central role in the campaign to
liberate Mosul, possibly because
of the heavy toll sustained by
counterterrorism units.
The assault on the ISIS-controlled western part of the city is
viewed as likely to be a harder
fight. Gareth Browne, a journalist who has reported from the
Mosul offensive from the
beginning, said: “Casualty rates
have climbed since the west
bank operation started, largely
due to it being so densely
populated.”
“As forces enter the old city,
they won’t be able to rely on air
power and armoured vehicles,”
Browne said. “Much of the
fighting will have to be done on
foot” and will be dependent on
“skill and bravery” rather than
technology, where “Iraqi forces
undoubtedly have the upper
hand”.

Sustaing criticism. An Iraqi special forces soldier fires during a
battle in Mosul, on March 1st.
			
(Reuters)
Summing up the progress of the
offensive, Kyle Orton, a research
fellow at the Henry Jackson
Society, a British think-tank,
said “the offensive in Mosul has
proceeded, basically, according
to plan, though not without
difficulties and given that
eastern Mosul was the ‘easy’
part, it does mean there are
worries about western Mosul”.
Part of the reason the offensive
has not made lightning progress
is the attitude of the United
States, whose leaders have been
unwilling for their forces to be
seen as being deeply involved in
the battle in Mosul.
American forces’ rules of
engagement have been recently
amended to allow more of the
parties that make up the
coalition to request US air
strikes and expanding the role
of US troops on the ground. This
signals a change in policy:
American troops could begin to
carry out more combat missions, rather than merely

offering ill-defined support in
addition to the air campaign.
At the same time, the Iraqi Air
Force has recently undertaken
air strikes in Syria. This represents an acknowledgement that
the border between those two
countries, for years frequently
crossed by ISIS fighters and
other forces, is largely a fiction.
Browne surmised that the
strikes suggest that “more and
more actors, both regional and
global, recognise that isolating
themselves from ISIS won’t
necessarily lead to a better
security situation; in fact, the
opposite is likely”.
Orton suggested the moves are
“more politically important
than they are militarily”. The
effects of these strikes in the
anti-ISIS campaign will be
negligible but “being coordinated with the Assad government, almost certainly via Iran,
it is one of the small data points
as Tehran and Moscow press
towards the delegitimisation of

Assad”, he said.
Shia militias from Iraq have sent
fighters into Syria to assist and
to prop up the Assad regime.
Other militias have vowed to do
so in the near future. Many see
this being part of a wider
Iran-organised attempt to
protect its ally and proxy.
This complicates matters in an
already convoluted conflict and
makes it more difficult to
forecast the future of ISIS, both
in Iraq and Syria.
American willingness to allow
others to do the fighting
compounds this lack of clarity.
Victory in Mosul was enthusiastically expected to begin with
and, though this remains almost
inevitable, there is little said
about what to do afterward.
After ISIS loses its stronghold, it
will continue to resist, retreating into the deserts and returning to the guerrilla campaigns
favoured by its predecessor
organisation during the aftermath of the American-led
invasion of Iraq in 2003.
Events in Syria also affect this
picture. Ambiguity clouds who
will attempt to capture Raqqa,
ISIS’s de facto capital. Until that
happens, Orton said: “The
Islamic State will be harboured
in its desert sanctuaries in Deir
ez-Zor and Anbar” where “local
coordination is needed” of the
sort that will not easily be
available to the Kurdish forces,
which look most likely to be
tasked with the Raqqa offensive.
ISIS is in retreat. Mosul will
eventually fall. These things are
encouraging but nothing is
certain. The casualties taken by
Iraqi forces could yet have
unfortunate long-term consequences and a lack of American
decisiveness may lead to a
failure in planning for after the
Mosul offensive — the post-civil
war stage when ISIS retreats into
the desert and begins another
insurgency, as its leaders have
been forecasting and its propaganda channels increasingly see
as the future of the retreating
caliphate.
James Snell is a British
journalist.

Iraqi reconciliation: A necessity, not an option

Khairuldeen
al-Makhzoomi

Differing
opinions should
be welcomed
as a part of
a national
dialogue.

R

ecently there has
been serious
discussion among
various political
factions in Iraq
about the possibility of political
reunification after the defeat of
the Islamic State (ISIS).
The National Iraqi Alliance, a
major Shia electoral bloc consisting of the Islamic Supreme
Council of Iraq (ISCI) and other
Shia political parties, drafted a
proposal for a “historic settlement” for national reconciliation.
The plan designates the UN Assistance Mission for Iraq (UNAMI)
as the mediator between Iraqi
subgroups.
UNAMI has pledged to rally
political support for national
reconciliation and to involve local
institutions, the Arab League,
Islamic organisations and the
governments of nearby states in
the process.
However, many, like Mouayad
al-Windawi, retired major-general of the Iraqi General Security
Directorate and a former political officer with the UNAMI, say a
comprehensive proposed reconciliation agreement between Iraqi
religious and ethnic groups could,
along with political, economic
and social reforms by the Iraqi
government, free Iraqi society
from sectarian conflict.
UNAMI, which has no reconciliation plan of its own, oversaw
the creation of the Shia “historic

settlement” proposal because
the Iraqi Prime Minister Haider
al-Abadi asked it do so.
Abadi emphasised in January
the need for “social reconciliation” in Iraq after the fall of ISIS, a
point he reaffirmed at the Munich
Security Conference in February.
Reconciliation at the national
level rests on respect and cooperation between individuals, ethnic
and religious communities, tribal
blocs, political parties and the ruling government.
In other words, it entitles each
citizen to the freedoms of speech,
thought and representation. To
facilitate this, differing opinions
should be welcomed as a part
of a hiwar watani — a “national
dialogue.”
In a move damaging to the
promotion of such a dialogue, the
Iraqi government last November
passed the Popular Mobilisation
Forces (PMF) law. The measure
designated Shia militias — mainly
Iranian-backed militias — as the
official, independent Iraqi army.
Sunni politicians protested the
government, citing the PMF’s
incompetence and its inability to
provide security for the country.
Iraqi Sunni Vice-President Osama al-Nujaifi in November said
the Shia faction has not listened
to Sunnis’ objections to the law.
In protest, he refused to receive
the historical settlement proposal
presented by the National Iraqi
Alliance.
Other Sunnis in Iraq are willing

to cooperate and work towards
reconciliation. Independent Iraqi
politician and former member of
the Iraqi Council of Representatives Hussein al-Falluji wrote a
pro-Sunni reconciliation proposal. He said any reconciliation
settlement should be based on
two pillars: The construction of
state institutions based on the
concept of Iraqi citizenship and
a historic compromise among all
the components of Iraqi society
in order to overcome structural
imbalances.
Mohammed al-Karbouli, chairman of al-Hal parliamentary bloc,
said the document is similar to
the final draft of the reconciliation paper, which is to be handed
soon to the United Nations. He
added that it represented the
opinions of most of the Sunni factions, including Nujaifi.
The Sunnis advocated repeal of
the country’s anti-terrorism laws,
which have been abused along
sectarian lines and that served as
justification for the arrest of thousands of innocent people.
The Sunnis also requested the
enactment of a new general amnesty law; constitutional amendments, including one that would
divide power equally between the
parliament and the president; the
return of displaced Iraqis to their
homes; a moratorium on the establishment of new autonomous
regions; the adoption of fairer
election laws; judicial review of
the accountability and justice law;

and the reinstatement of jobs and
pensions to low-ranking members
of the ousted Ba’ath Party.
The defeat of ISIS is unlikely to
bring stability and security to Iraq
in and of itself. The country will
only improve if dominant groups
promote transitional justice,
coordinate the reconstruction of
destroyed areas, ensure weapons remain in the hands of the
military (and not sectarian ethnic
militias), build unbiased state institutions that respect all citizens
and decentralise enough to let
local communities pursue their
own interests.
Iraq needs international support to ensure more equitable distribution of power and resources,
meaning that all Iraqi communities would be fairly represented in
a future government.
US President Donald Trump’s
adviser to the Middle East, Walid
Phares, is to meet with representatives of Iraq’s Christian faction.
He should seize the opportunity
to initiate a dialogue with the
Sunni groups and become better
acquainted with their positions.
The Trump administration
should similarly advocate for
regional peace and security, as
ISIS’s presence there is unlikely to
weaken unless there are regionwide reforms.
Khairuldeen al-Makhzoomi is a
researcher at the Near Eastern
Department of the University of
California, Berkeley.
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Erdogan’s war in Syria threatens wider conflict
James Bruce

Beirut

O

ne of the biggest problems the United States
is facing in Syria comes
from its long-time ally
and NATO partner Tur-

key.
Its ravenously ambitious leader,
Recep Tayyip Erdogan, is striving
to restore the glory of the Ottoman
Empire, which for 500 years ruled
much of the Arab world, Greece and
other parts of Europe.
Erdogan’s obsession with power,
primarily his own, and his drive to
make Turkey the centre of the Muslim world once again has led him to
ally himself in Syria with his country’s historical foe, Russia.
That’s a partnership that may not
last amid the chaotic turbulence
convulsing the Middle East and
its periphery but it is dramatically
changing the geopolitical landscape
in the greater Middle East and hampering efforts by the United States
to crush the Islamic State (ISIS).
This is most graphically illustrated in the geopolitical rivalries
the United States is struggling to
overcome in its effort to organise a
cohesive, multi-force offensive to
capture the strategic city of Raqqa
in northern Syria.

Turkey has in excess
of 8,000 troops in
northern Syria with
tanks and heavy
artillery, as well as
air power.
The main stumbling block is that
the Americans want to use the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF), their
most reliable local ally in the war,
to spearhead the main advance on
Raqqa, the de facto capital of the
Islamic caliphate declared across
Syria and Iraq by ISIS in June 2014.
Because the SDF is dominated
by Kurdish forces, Turkey, battling
its own autonomy-seeking Kurdish
minority, refuses to cooperate unless the United States can hook up
with an Arab-led force.

Turkey invaded northern Syria
on August 24th, 2016, as part of
Operation Euphrates Shield, supposedly to hammer ISIS after a series of terrorist attacks that killed or
wounded hundreds of Turks.

Turkey’s strategy is
steadily building
tensions with the
Americans that are
benefiting ISIS.
But Turkey’s overriding strategic purpose was to prevent Syria’s
Kurds from uniting their cantons
along the country’s southern border into a single independent state,
which could inspire Turkey’s own
rebellious Kurds to intensify their
32-year insurrection in the southeastern part of the country.
The carnage in Syria and the regional upheaval it engendered have
led Erdogan to move closer to Russia, which is also using the political
disintegration of the Middle East to
revive old glories.
This emerging alliance between
two former empires, which between the 16th and 20th centuries
fought 12 wars, underlines a wider
schism developing between the
West and an emerging Eurasian
bloc.
As Turkey has edged closer to
Russia, Ankara’s relations with the
United States and its coalition in
Syria have come under growing
strain.
Turkey, which initially sought to
hasten the political demise of Syria’s beleaguered president, Bashar
Assad, but later went along with
Russia’s strategy of keeping him in
power, is now in a pivotal position
in Syria. Its actions in the weeks
ahead could determine whether
this complex conflict drags on or is
settled by political compromise.
Turkey has been steadily increasing tensions with the Americans.
This is benefiting ISIS and throwing
into question a planned offensive to
retake Raqqa.
This is a battle that could change
the course of Syria’s war and possibly trigger other lesser conflicts.
The political scrapping could also
encourage US President Donald
Trump to expand military forces

Crucial battle. Turkish soldiers participate in an exercise on the border between Turkey and Syria
near the city of Kilis, on March 2nd.
(Reuters)
in Syria for a major multipronged
assault on Raqqa while US-backed
forces in neighbouring Iraq are
battling to crush ISIS in the city of
Mosul. It could also instigate policy
shifts among other regional powers
engaged in the Syrian bloodbath,
such as Saudi Arabia and Qatar, key
backers of rebel forces battling to
topple Assad’s forces.
“Much of the (Trump) administration’s planning depends on
Turkey, which has very specific
ideas about how the offensive on…
Raqqa should be carried out,” the
US-based global security consultancy Stratfor observed on February 22nd. “Since Ankara does not
expect Washington to fully support
its plan, it is looking to its allies in
the Persian Gulf for help in advancing its regional agenda.”
This could widen the war. Erdog-

an “has been quietly working on a
proposal that could further crowd
the battlefield in Syria”, Stratfor
noted.
“Ankara has long advocated giving regional Arab forces a greater
role in the fight against Islamic
State. Doing so would not only add
enough manpower and resources
to displace the (Kurds) but it would
also undermine the perception that
Turkey is enabling a neo-Ottoman
occupation of Arab lands,” the consultancy said.
To this end, Erdogan visited
Saudi Arabia, Bahrain and Qatar
in mid-February seeking to enlist
their support against ISIS, even
though the Saudis and their allies
are already in Yemen battling Shia
Houthi rebels supported by Iran.
Since
unleashing
Operation
Euphrates Shield in August, Tur-

key has more than 8,000 troops
in northern Syria with tanks and
heavy artillery as well as air power. With its allies, it claims to hold
1,900 sq.km of territory and to have
killed 1,700 jihadists.
“A stronger Arab presence in the
(Syrian) fight… is imperative to
Turkey’s goal to keep the Kurds in
check in northern Syria,” Stratfor
cautioned.
“Moscow, Tehran and Damascus
will be watching carefully to see if
Ankara can pull off the plan. The
prospect of greater Arab involvement in the fight will only compel
the opposing forces to dig their
heels in deeper for an extended
proxy war.”
James Bruce has written
extensively on Middle Eastern
security affairs.

The real cost of Russia’s Syrian campaign

View poi nt

John
C.K. Daly

R

ussian military
intervention in the
Syrian conflict began
in September 2015.
Six months later,
Russian President
Vladimir Putin stated that the
military operations there cost the
country’s Defence Ministry $483
million.
For Western observers, the
most striking element of Russia’s
Syrian intervention was the
deployment of a significant
portion of Russia’s naval assets
there, its largest surface deployment since the Cold War. At a
ceremony in the Northern Fleet’s
Severomorsk base honouring the
return of the Russian sailors,
Putin stated it was his idea to
send Russian naval units to Syria.
The centrepiece of Russian
naval operations was the deployment from its Northern Fleet of
the country’s sole aircraft carrier,
the Admiral Flota Sovetskogo
Soyuza Kuznetsov, in its first
combat mission.
The Kuznetsov was joined by
other Russian warships, including
nuclear-powered battle cruiser
Petr Velikii, the Severomorsk and
the Vice-Admiral Kulakov

Russia has secured the use of an
invaluable naval base, ending
NATO’s dominance of the
Eastern Mediterranean.

destroyers, support vessels and
anti-submarine ships.
During the Syria campaign a
new generation of Russian Kalibr
cruise missiles debuted, launched
from corvettes, frigates and
diesel-electric submarines.
During the two months of the
Kuznetsov’s battle operations,
the Russian Defence Ministry
reported that its naval aircraft
flew 420 combat missions, 117 of
them at night, striking 1,252
targets, including infrastructure,
concentrations of fighters and
military equipment.
Russian analysts reported that
the carrier’s deployment and
combat operations cost about
$170 million — less than the cost
of two new F-35 fifth-generation
US fighter aircraft.
Despite the relatively modest
cost of the Russian intervention,
it has paid off handsomely for its
military. Moscow and Damascus
have signed a 49-year lease
allowing the Russian Navy to use
the Syrian port of Tartus, which
will be upgraded to handle up to
11 warships at once, giving the
Russian Navy a permanent base in
the eastern Mediterranean.
In the future, warships primarily from Russia’s Black Sea Fleet
will deploy there to support what
the Russian Defence Ministry is
calling the Russian Navy’s
“permanent” group in the
Mediterranean. This development
should surprise no one, as

rebuilding Russia’s military
presence in the Mediterranean
was one of the goals outlined in
the 2015 edition of Russia’s
maritime doctrine.
Above and beyond the value of
the new naval base, however, is
Russia’s long-standing concern
that the chaos in Syria was
providing a training ground for
jihadists. The Russian General
Staff and the Federal Security
Service said there are as many as
4,000 militants from Russia and
about 5,000 from former Soviet
republics fighting in Syria.
The Russian government is
concerned that these battle-hardened jihadists could return home
having acquired lethal skills.
Reinforcing this concern, at his
meeting with the sailors, Putin
said that Russia does not intend
to interfere in Syria’s internal
affairs but wants to deal with the
terrorists and that Russia’s goal in
Syria is to stabilise the legitimate
government and to “put an end to
the terrorist blight”.
The net result of Russia’s
military support for Syrian
President Bashar Assad’s regime
is a guarantee that Russia has a
place at the table in peace
discussions along a return as a
major diplomatic player in the
Middle East.
However, if Russian military
valour is helping to turn the tide
in Syria, its presence there after
the end of major military opera-

The
billions
of dollars
needed to
reconstruct
Syria are
sums far
beyond
Moscow’s
means.

tions is much less clear. Analyses
estimate that the Syrian economy
will need more than $1 trillion to
recover from the civil war. The
billions of dollars needed to
reconstruct Syria are far beyond
Moscow’s means, which will
likely focus instead on narrowly
defined projects with economic
value, such as rebuilding the
country’s oil and hydrocarbons
infrastructure.
In neighbouring Iraq, where
Western military power predominated, Russian companies were
excluded from such projects, a
situation that the Russian
government is certain to ensure
will not recur in Syria.
Such concerns are far in the
future. For the moment, Russia
has secured the use of an invaluable naval base, ending NATO’s
dominance of the Eastern
Mediterranean. Moscow has
deployed a pragmatic policy of
supporting what it defines as
“legitimate” governments,
combined with a stout anti-terrorist policy unaffected by
notions of regime change for
human rights lectures, policies
that ensure it a sympathetic
hearing in a number of Middle
Eastern countries.
Not a bad return on a military
investment of less than $1 billion.
John C.K. Daly is a Washingtonbased specialist on Russian and
post-Soviet affairs.
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Hezbollah, Israel brace for all-out conflict
Nicholas Blanford

Beirut

T

he renewed focus on Iran
by the Trump administration has spurred an outbreak of sabre-rattling in
Lebanon and Israel and
raised concerns that the calm that
has existed along the border for
more than a decade may be coming
to an end.
In Lebanon, Hezbollah leader
Hassan Nasrallah has warned that
“there will be no red lines” in the
next war with Israel and threatened
to strike the Dimona nuclear reactor
in the Negev desert and ammonia
plants in Haifa with devastating results should Israel attack Lebanon.
In response, an Israeli government minister promised that “all
Lebanon would be hit” if Hezbollah
attacked the Israeli home front.
Since the last war between Hezbollah and Israel ended in August
2006, the border between the two
countries has enjoyed its longest period of calm since the mid1960s but the inconclusive end to
the 2006 conflict, when Hezbollah
fought Israel to a standstill, has
long fuelled expectations of a second round.
Even so, the calm endured — until the 2011 “Arab spring” upheaval
and the war in Syria drew attention
away from the Lebanon-Israel border.
The anti-Iran (and by extension
anti-Hezbollah) rhetoric emanating
from the White House has raised
fears that another conflict may be
building up.
However, both parties know that
the scale of a new war will dwarf
the 2006 conflict, a reality that has
helped ensure a mutual deterrence.
Hezbollah has expanded enormously in terms of manpower,
weaponry and experience in the
last decade. Israel has retrained its
army since its 2006 debacle and acquired new weapons and technologies.
The traditional theatre of conflict has long been limited to south
Lebanon and northern Israel. Next
time, the entire territories of both
countries will be the battleground.
Israel will face barrages of missiles raining on its cities and towns
as well as Hezbollah fighters storming across the border and possibly
infiltrating by sea.
Lebanon will likely witness a
level of destruction unseen since

Circle of fire. Hezbollah members walk past vehicles covered in mud for camouflage as they parade in Saksakieh village in southern
Lebanon.
									
(Reuters)
its 1975-90 civil war. Some Israeli
strategists argue that in the next
conflict Israel should treat all Lebanon as the enemy, rather than just
Hezbollah, and target the trappings
of the state such as infrastructure
and the Lebanese Army.
“A war against Lebanon, which
will inflict heavy damage on all of
the country’s infrastructures, will
spark an international outcry for
a ceasefire after three days rather
than after 33 days like in the second
Lebanon war,” Giora Eiland, former
head of Israel’s National Security
Council, wrote recently in the Yedioth Ahranoth daily.
“It is only from a really short war
that Israel will be able to emerge
victorious and without serious
damage to its home front.”
The flaw in Eiland’s analysis is
contained in the second sentence. It
presupposes that Hezbollah, cowed
by the destruction unleashed on
Lebanon, will simply stop fighting
or bow to political pressure to halt

the combat. But it is not in Hezbollah’s character to hand Israel victory on a plate. The Party of God has
an interest in extending a war for as
long as it can.
By prolonging the destruction in
Lebanon, it would hope to foster international criticism of Israel, hasten diplomatic efforts to achieve
a ceasefire on terms perhaps more
beneficial to Hezbollah and allow
the organisation more time to inflict damage on the Israeli military
and Israel’s home front.

Next time, the entire
territories of both
countries will be the
battleground.
Israel’s population is unlikely to
tolerate a war that brings normal
life to a halt for weeks, placing tremendous pressure on the Israeli
government to end the conflict.
The focus on Hezbollah in recent

years has been on the party’s intervention in Syria rather than its
3-decade struggle against Israel.
But Hezbollah’s leadership is acutely aware that an Israeli government
may conclude that there will never
be a better time to launch an offensive against its old enemy than
while Hezbollah is fighting in Syria.
Hezbollah is still very focused on
the front with Israel with many of
its top fighters, especially anti-tank
missile teams and rocket units, remaining in Lebanon rather than being deployed to Syria.
For two months, plain-clothes
Hezbollah units have been conducting a thorough but low-key
survey of the Israeli border, taking
extensive measurements of terrain,
including slope gradients, and photographing Israel’s new defences on
the other side of the frontier fence,
sources in south Lebanon say.
The survey, which is part operational planning and part psychological needling of Israeli troops, un-

derlines that Hezbollah’s anti-Israel
activities have not slowed despite
the party’s heavy commitments in
Syria.
Both Israel and Hezbollah repeatedly say that they do not want a
war and that mutual deterrence remains strong. However, Israel has
pushed the envelope more than
Hezbollah in recent years with assassinations of key Hezbollah figures and air strikes against suspected arms depots or convoys carrying
new weapons from Syria.
Hezbollah has been careful to tailor its reprisal operations so they do
not upset the balance of terror but
if another war does break out, it is
likely to be the result of a miscalculation by one side or the other that
quickly spirals out of control before
either party can dial it back.
Nicholas Blanford is the author of
Warriors of God: The Inside Story
of Hezbollah’s Thirty-Year Struggle
with Israel (Random House, 2011).

The recipe for chaos in Lebanon
View poi nt

Rami Rayess

W

“

e are not
merely
transferring
power from
one administration to
another, we are transferring
power from Washington and
giving it back to you,” words from
US President Donald Trump’s
inaugural speech expressing one
dimension of populism that
“means different things to
different groups but all versions
share a suspicion of and hostility
towards elites, mainstream
politics and established institutions”, as Fareed Zakaria
explained in Foreign Affairs.
Obviously, populism is on the
rise in the West. Traditions of
democracy and constitutional
rule are at stake. Globalisation and
open-border policies seem to be
taking a reverse trend for the sake
of protectionism, erecting walls
on frontiers and measures that

The monopolisation of sectarian
politics by some leaders has
given way for populism to
increase.

jeopardise decades of cooperation
between countries. The withdrawal of Britain from the
European Union is but one
prominent example.
The Middle East, being historically the centre of conflicts, has
been affected by this trend of
populism. It contributed to what
was known as the globalisation of
rage, as Pankaj Mishra explained,
considering that “today’s extremism looks familiar”.
How does such a global trend on
the rise affect a small country
such as Lebanon? How can a
country built on intricate balance
of powers, with both regional and
local dimensions, provide space
for populist speeches that could
upset the balances?
The unique formula of consociational democracy that Lebanon
developed after the Taif accord
(1989) and especially after the
Doha agreement (2008) has
gradually descended into a
collective governance system that
requires unanimity on almost all
decisions. The confessional
structure aggravated this fragile
system granting political leaders
exclusive rights to veto decisions
that contradict their interests in

the name of the sect.
Gradually, the right of representation for the sects turned out to
be the right to veto, boycott or
paralyse the political and constitutional system. The monopolisation of sectarian politics by some
leaders has given way for populism to increase.
Attempts by some groups to
drag the political process towards
the creation of pure confessional
parliamentarian blocs in contradiction to a diversified one shall
automatically lead to the rise of
populism and extremism.
Political discourse by populists
in Lebanon is aiming at developing the idea that proper representation at the national and parliamentarian levels would not be
secured if not every sect elects its
members in parliament whether
directly or indirectly. For this
purpose, gerrymandering is being
practised in all discussions
pertaining to electoral laws, and
proposed draft laws have nothing
to do with reform, rather pursuing
the attainment of the largest
number of parliamentary seats.
This populist approach is
undoubtedly devastating to the
fragile Lebanese democracy, to

How does
such a global
trend on the
rise affect
a small
country such
as Lebanon?

coexistence and partnership in the
country. When every sect will be
strictly allowed to elect its
members, populist and extremist
discourse will be on the rise,
especially when candidates must
address solely members of their
sects; whereas, this will not be the
case had electoral bases been
diversified.
This populist approach will lead
to additional fragmentation of
political life in Lebanon. It might
be an introduction to mess with
the intricate balances of power at
the local level. The redistribution
of political power as stipulated by
the Taif accord that ceased the
15-year civil war might be revisited in one way or another.
Whether this parallels former
regional efforts to resketch the
local power-sharing formula is an
issue to be examined thoroughly
in the days to come.
Populism in Lebanon has its
characteristics, true. Yet, it
conforms to the international
trend of populism: Introducing
chaos!
Rami Rayess is a Lebanese writer
and journalist. Follow him on
Twitter: @RamiRayess.
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Military court system in Israel under fire
The Arab Weekly staff

London

I

sraeli military courts have
faced criticism from Palestinians and human rights groups
over two incidents in February.
Palestinian officials called
for a boycott of the courts after a
Palestinian freed in a 2011 prisoner
exchange was rearrested and sent
back to prison for life.
Speaking in the Israeli-occupied
West Bank city of Ramallah, Qadura Fares, head of the Palestinian
Prisoners Club, called on detainees’
families and Palestinian organisations to stop taking part in military
trials and to refuse to pay fines,
which he said amounted to $6 million in 2016.
Palestinians captured by Israeli
security forces are generally tried in
military courts, where defence lawyers say they are often not notified
of the charges against their clients
or allowed to meet them before
trial.
“Palestinian movements and
prisoners’ families must choose
boycott,” Fares said at a news conference.
“One must take the difficult decision of rebellion and boycott” of
the courts, Issa Qaraqe, head of the
Palestinian Authority’s Commission for Detainees, said at the same
February 26th news conference.

More than 200

Palestinians have been
killed since September
2015.

The same military court system,
he said, had sentenced an Israeli
soldier to 18 months in prison for
the killing of a Palestinian he shot
as the man lay wounded on the
ground.
“Such courts must be boycotted,”
Qaraqe said.
In contrast, Palestinian Nael
Barghouthi was sentenced to life
imprisonment by Israel in 1978 for
what the Israeli army said was “a
series of security offences, including murder”.
Barghouthi was among more
than 1,000 Palestinian prisoners
freed by Israel in 2011 in exchange

Impunity. Palestinians take part in a protest following the sentencing of Israeli soldier Elor Azaria in Hebron, on February 21st.
for Gilad Shalit, an Israeli soldier
captured five years earlier by Palestinian militants and held in the
Gaza Strip.
“After his release, Barghouthi
renewed his involvement in terrorist activity, violating his terms
of release,” the army told Agence
France-Presse (AFP).
He was rearrested and a military
court reinstated his original sentence of life plus 18 years.
A report by the Palestinian Authority and the Prisoners Club said 85 of
the Palestinians freed in the 2011
swap had been rearrested by Israel
with 65 returned to prison for life.
The United Nations said the Israeli court sentence against the
country’s soldier was an “unacceptable” punishment for “an apparent
extra-judicial killing”.
UN human rights office spokeswoman Ravina Shamdasani said
Israel had “a chronic culture of impunity” regarding cases involving
Israeli troops and Palestinians.
In March 2016, Israeli Private Elor
Azaria was caught on video shooting Palestinian Fattah al-Sharif in
the occupied West Bank city of He-

bron. The video showed Sharif, 21,
lying on the ground after he was
wounded after he had stabbed a
soldier, the army said.
Azaria shot Sharif in the head
without any apparent provocation.
After a months-long trial, Azaria
was sentenced to 18 months in prison on February 21st, with a further
18-month suspended sentence.
“We are deeply disturbed at the
lenient sentence,” Shamdasani
said.
“While the prosecution and conviction are very welcome steps
towards accountability, the punishment… is difficult to reconcile
with the intentional killing of an
unarmed and prone individual,”
she added.
The UN human rights office said
more than 200 Palestinians have
been killed by Israeli security forces
in the West Bank since September
2015 but Azaria has been the only
soldier to face trial.
Several Israeli ministers have
called for him to be pardoned. Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu backed pardoning Azaria,
expressing concern about the po-

tential effect of the trial on soldiers
facing violence who might hesitate
to fire their weapons for fear of investigation.
Military leaders, however, have
said the conviction was important
for the institution’s reputation.

Israel has “a chronic
culture of impunity”
in cases regarding
the Palestinians.
Many Israelis sympathise with
Azaria, who reportedly said the attacker “needed to die”. A poll published February 22nd by the Maariv
newspaper found that 69% of Israelis asked said they supported a pardon, with 56% saying the punishment was too severe.
Palestinians and rights groups
were angry and disappointed.
A spokesman for the Palestinian
government told AFP the sentence
was a “green light to the occupation
army to continue its crimes”.
The sentence was a “farce”, Sharif’s father told journalists at the
family home near Hebron in the

(Reuters)

southern West Bank. “What does a
year-and-a-half mean? Was he an
animal to be killed like this, in this
barbaric way?”
Magdalena Mughrabi from Amnesty International said Azaria’s
conviction had “offered a glimmer
of hope for accountability for unlawful killings by Israeli forces”.
“(But) the 18-month sentence for
Elor Azaria does not reflect the
gravity of the offence,” she said.
Sari Bashi, Israel and Palestine
advocacy director at Human Rights
Watch (HRW), called the conviction
an “important message about reining in excessive use of force”.
She warned, however, that pardoning him would “encourage impunity”.
Separately, Israel denied a work
permit to a HRW researcher, accusing the group of serving as Palestinian propagandists. The US State Department said it strongly disagreed
with Israel’s characterisation of
HRW, which it considers a credible
human rights organisation.
The Arab Weekly and news
agencies.

A ‘no solution’ proposal for Palestinians?

View poi nt

Mamoon
Alabbasi

F

or more than two
decades, international
diplomacy had
focused on what is
termed a two-state
solution to the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict but
now the United States appears to
be signalling, albeit reluctantly, a
change.
Last month, US President
Donald Trump, while hosting
Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu, said that both a twostate and a single-state solutions
should be considered to reach a
Middle East peace deal.
“I can live with either one. I
thought for a while the two-state
looked like it may be the easier of
the two but, honestly, if… Israel
and the Palestinians are happy,
I’m happy with the one they like
the best,” Trump said.
The question is what does the
one-state solution look like? For
Israel, it appears to be continuing with the status quo, a no-state
solution for Palestinians. For
Palestinians, no state means no
solution.

No political actor is seriously
suggesting a viable solution for
the Palestinians.

In fact, even the status quo is
no longer a status quo as Israel’s
continuous building of illegal
settlements and destruction of
Palestinian homes mean reality on
the ground is forever changing.
Many advocates of the one-state
solution envision a binational
state — a secular democracy — for
Jews and Arabs alike. All equal under the law. Such a proposal, however, would never be accepted
by Israeli governments that have
the upper hand on the ground. It
would mean Israeli Jews would be
a minority.
It is because of this Israeli rejection that most of the international
diplomacy focus has been on the
two-state solution, in line with
numerous UN resolutions.
Following Trump’s remarks,
UN Secretary-General Antonio
Guterres stressed that establishing a Palestinian state co-existing
alongside Israel was the only viable way for peace.
Britain and France — both
UN Security Council members
— reiterated that the best route
to peace in the Middle East was
the two-state solution. Even US
Ambassador to the United Nations
Nikki Haley said Washington still
supported the two-state solution.
“We absolutely support the twostate solution but we are thinking

out of the box as well, which is:
What does it take to bring these
two sides to the table. What do
we need to have them agree on,”
Haley said.
What can they agree on? Netanyahu reportedly turned down a
regional peace initiative last year
involving Egypt and Jordan and
brokered by the United States.
Former US officials said, thensecretary of State John Kerry
proposed more Arab concessions
to Israel in exchange for ending
the Israeli occupation of Palestinian territories.
The initiative included recognising Israel as a “Jewish state”, having Jerusalem as a shared capital
for both Israelis and Palestinians
and adopting a softer stance on
the “right of return” of Palestinian
refugees who were forced to flee
their homes in what is now Israel.
Although reportedly accepted
by Jordan and Egypt, Netanyahu
rejected the offer as it would not
sit well with hard-line coalition
government.
Israeli opposition leader Isaac
Herzog said the agreement
“would have changed the face of
the Middle East and the one who
ran away at the end was Netanyahu”.
Of course there is no telling
how this initiative would have

Israel
hopes that
Arabs will
drop the
Palestinian
cause
because
Iran’s
threat is
greater
than Tel
Aviv’s.

eventually played out but it does
show that no amount of Arab or
Palestinian concessions would
be enough for those in government in Israel.
The only regional cooperation Netanyahu appears to want
is one that it is directed at the
Iranian government, which is
viewed by a number of Arab
states as a threat and a destabilising force in the Middle East.
Israel hopes that Arab states
will drop the Palestinian cause
because they perceive a greater
threat from Tehran than from
Tel Aviv.
Ironically, such an outlook
serves first and foremost the
interests of the so-called axis
of resistance: Iran, the Syrian
regime and Lebanon’s Hezbollah. It would allow that axis to
continue to use and abuse the
Palestinian cause for its own
expansionist and sectarian agendas in the region. More innocent
blood would be shed in the
region but with no gain whatsoever for the Palestinians.
We hear of one-state, twostate, no-state, status quo or a
so-called resistance but no political actor is seriously suggesting
a viable solution for the Palestinians, which is the prerequisite
for a long-lasting peace.
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Polisario remains in Guerguerat despite UN call

Mouting tension. Moroccan soldiers guarding the wall that separates areas controlled by Morocco and the Polisario Front in February.

Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

P

olisario Front fighters remain in the buffer zone of
the Guerguerat region, intimidating Moroccan truck
drivers despite the United
Nations’ call for unconditional
withdrawal.
The Algerian-backed fighters
posted videos, one of which depicts
a soldier from the so-called Polisario army threatening to “shred” the
bodies of Moroccan drivers crossing the buffer zone that separates
the border crossing of Guerguerat,
which is under Moroccan administration, from the first border crossing in northern Mauritania.
“The bodies of the Berbers will
be shredded if they insist again on
crossing the region,” threatened the
Polisario fighter.
Another video posted on social
media showed separatists forcing
trucks to return to Morocco if their
vehicles displayed a Moroccan map
that included the disputed Western
Sahara.

Morocco said it would withdraw
its security forces from the border
strip after UN Secretary-General
Antonio Guterres spoke to Moroccan King Mohammed VI.
“The Kingdom of Morocco will
proceed from today with a unilateral withdrawal from the (Guerguerat) zone,” the Moroccan Foreign
Ministry said in a statement.

The Sahrawis are in
the region with
their armed forces,
which can be
dangerous.

”

Mauritanian President
Mohamed Ould Abdel Aziz
During a telephone call with Guterres, King Mohammed VI urged
the United Nations to take urgent
measures to end “provocation” by
the Polisario Front and condemned
“repeated incursions by armed
Polisario men” in Guerguerat district that threaten UN-brokered
ceasefire.

“These acts took place prematurely a month before Morocco’s
return to the African Union, in order to sow discord and try, in vain,
to torpedo this process,” the royal
cabinet said in a statement.
France, Spain and the United
States welcomed Rabat’s announcement of the pullback.
Morocco annexed Western Sahara, a former Spanish colony, in 1975
and maintains that it is an integral
part of the kingdom. The Algeriabacked Polisario Front started an
armed conflict with Morocco for an
independent state that lasted until
a UN-brokered ceasefire in 1991.
Guterres called on both parties
to unconditionally withdraw all
armed elements from the border
strip and exercise maximum restraint. While Morocco recalled its
forces, Polisario fighters have not
pulled back from the buffer zone.
The Polisario Front dismissed
Morocco’s decision as “window
dressing”, accusing Rabat of blocking a settlement, rejecting negotiations and UN mediation efforts.
Mauritanian President Mohamed
Ould Abdel Aziz described the situation at Guerguerat as “dangerous

and explosive” in an interview
broadcast by French satellite news
channel France 24.
“The Sahrawis are in the region
with their armed forces, which can
be dangerous in the presence of soldiers on both sides of the region.
This could lead to problems, which
we do not wish for the region,” said
Ould Abdel Aziz.
Tensions flared between Rabat
and the Sahrawi separatists last August after Morocco started building
a 3.8km road beyond the 2,500km
sand wall that surrounds the 90%
of the territory that it controls.
Rabat said then that the road,
which could not be completed because of Polisario incursions since
December, was aimed at easing the
flow of traffic and ending smuggling and illegal trade.
The summer operation resulted
in the dismantlement of three assembly points of second-hand bodies of cars and trucks, including
more than 600 vehicles, officials in
Dakhla-Oued Eddahab prefecture
said.
The General Directorate for National Security (DGSN) has announced that more than 3 tonnes

(AFP)

of hashish were seized at the Guerguerat border on a semi-trailer registered in Morocco.
The Moroccan driver was arrested after allegedly trying to conceal
the drug in bottles of cosmetics
destined for export to an African
country, said the DGSN.

The Moroccan king
condemned
“repeated incursions
by armed Polisario
men” in Guerguerat
district.
Morocco’s Royal Gendarmerie
has summoned retired soldiers
and other reservists to update their
information. The timing of the
move raised questions, including
whether it was connected to the
Sahrawi separatists’ actions in the
buffer zone, although the information is generally updated every six
months.
Saad Guerraoui is a frequent
contributor to The Arab Weekly
on Maghreb issues.

Algeria intensifies military operations against Islamic State
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

T

he
Algerian
military
has stepped up efforts
against the Islamic State
(ISIS), deploying thousands of troops to besiege
the group’s hideouts and killing at
least 16 suspected members of the
militant group in recent clashes.
The military assault is part of Algeria’s strategy to prevent ISIS from
gaining ground in areas where
Islamist insurgents targeted the
country’s military in a civil war in
the 1990s.
Known as Jund al-Khilafah (Soldiers of the Caliphate), ISIS in Algeria has pledged allegiance to ISIS in
Iraq and Syria and is mostly comprised of converts from al-Qaeda’s
North Africa affiliate. The group
released a video in 2014 that appeared to show its members beheading a French tourist but then
laid low after a fierce backlash from
the Algerian military.
In December 2015, Algerian forces killed local ISIS leader Abdelmalek Gouri. His successor, Mouloud Baal, was killed a few months
later.
The group resurfaced in February with an attack in the eastern
city of Constantine. Police said an
ISIS suicide bomber targeted the
city’s main police station but failed
to reach his destination when offic-

ers fired at him outside the facility,
setting off his explosives. Two officers were wounded in the attack.
Constantine police had been
targeted by ISIS in October when
three ISIS members killed an officer
inside one of the city’s restaurants,
the first such attack in 16 years.
Security analysts in Algeria said
the assailants in both attacks could
be part of a group of ISIS fighters
that infiltrated the city in November after they were forced out of
the mountains in north-eastern Algeria by military assaults.

“The failure of the bombing attempt targeting the police station
in Constantine is further evidence
that the fight against terrorism has
been conducted effectively,” said
Algerian security analyst Kamel
Moulfi, “but the terrorists’ actions
also prove that elements left behind from eradicated terror groups
have a harmful capacity.
“The goal of the attack was to
devastate local public opinion and
give credence to the fear that terrorism is returning to Algeria.”
Algerian Chief of Staff General

Vigilance. Algerian soldiers are seen standing guard south of the
capital Algiers.				
		
(Reuters)

Ahmed Gaid Salah was visiting
troops in the city when the attack
occurred.
Algeria has been battling jihadist
factions, including Takfir wal-Hijra, the Islamic Salvation Army, the
Armed Islamic Group, the Salafist
Group for Preaching and Combat
— which became al-Qaeda in the
Islamic Maghreb — and ISIS and
its local offshoot Jund al-Khilafah
since 1991.
This war against jihadism has
turned Algeria into one of Africa’s
top military powerhouses. In the
past 20 years, Algeria has spent
more on its military than all three
of its immediate neighbours — Morocco, Libya and Tunisia — combined.
The struggle has come with enormous social and financial costs but
has appeared to have contained
domestic jihadists to the country’s periphery in Algeria’s rugged
mountainous areas in the north
and east, and south in the Sahara.
Recently, however, the military
shifted to a more aggressive approach towards jihadism and is
increasingly taking the fight to the
groups’ hideouts in the country’s
forests and mountains.
Security analysts said the tactical
change is due to pressure from the
deteriorating security situation in
Libya, Mali and Niger and the need
to weed out domestic terrorism
in Algeria before jihadists receive
help from potential reinforcements
in those countries.

Nine suspected jihadists were
captured February 28th after 500
troops encircled their hideout in
a forest, 70km east of Algiers. Pictures of the captured suspects were
broadcast on social media, hammering home the message that Algeria’s military has the upper hand
in the fight against terrorism.

The decades-long
struggle against
jihadists has come
with enormous social
and financial costs.
Three days earlier, two jihadists
were killed in a gun battle with soldiers in the Tizi Ouzou region east
of Algiers.
The incidents brought the number of suspected jihadists killed in
2017 to at least 27, including 14 suspected ISIS fighters who were shot
dead in al Ajiba area in the province
of Bouira on February 17th. Gouri
and 23 of his men were killed in the
province in 2015.
“More vigilance and caution is
necessary,” Algerian media quoted
Gaid Salah as saying to soldiers a
day after the ISIS suicide bombing
attempt in Constantine. “More efforts are needed to free our country from the evil of the remnants of
terrorists.”
Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis.
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NATO and the Arab World

Debate

If NATO is not obsolete, what does that mean for Arab states?

Sabahat Khan

The United
States is again
in growing need
of new military
alliances in the
Middle East
and Asia.

D

ebate about
NATO being a
relic of the
Cold War is not
new but the
past few years
have seen its
employees and
other proponents reasserting the case for its
raison d’être and future. There
are, however, aspects of NATO
that are difficult to reconcile with
the emerging order of global
power.
During his presidential election
campaign, Donald Trump called
NATO “obsolete” — his reasoning
being “because it was designed
many, many years ago”. When
NATO was formed following the
second world war it had a straightforward mission — “to keep the
Russians out, the Americans in
and the Germans down”, in the
words of Hastings Ismay, the chief
military assistant to Winston
Churchill during the war.
Since then, NATO’s mission morphed into an overtly Russia-centric

collective deterrence mechanism
despite the collapse of the Soviet Union as NATO became busy
inducting members from Eastern
Europe while others were drawn
firmly into its sphere of influence.
A resurgent Russia is looking to
reclaim its identity as a leading
global power and that is creating
anxiety in Europe and the United
States. The invasion of Georgia in
2008 and annexation of Crimea in
2014 and its reported meddling in
the 2016 US presidential election
represent the contemporary Russian threat to the West.
But Europe has also changed
drastically. Germany, blamed for
the 20th century’s world wars,
dominates the European Union. It
is leading the European Union to
decisive generational transformation towards deeper economic and
political integration
Europe is antagonised by Russia
but European political culture approaches issues of securitisation,
arms control and confidence building in starkly different tones to its
American friends. The European

Union would welcome greater
independence from the United
States insofar as it could enable
more constructive engagement
with Moscow.
The United States has traditionally taken a highly competitive and
hard-line approach with Russia
and this has proven politically
restricting for Europe because of
how NATO’s primarily militaryfocused agenda is interpreted by
Moscow.
The European Union has entertained the idea of a European army
for some time and a resolution in
November 2016 finally paved the
way ahead. Notably, the decision
came after Britain’s decision to
leave the European Union. It had
resisted the idea of a European
army.
German Chancellor Angela Merkel said in January that Europe’s
future was “in our own hands”.
Trump’s NATO comments prompted French Prime Minister Bernard
Cazeneuve to tell the country’s
parliament: “[W]e need European
defence with European means,
with European investments, with
a European projection capacity
that will make the EU, the peoples
and the nations that make it up
independent.”
France has traditionally found
it difficult to accept the extent of
European security dependence on
the United States.
Until now, the EU Common Security and Defence Policy has made
only tentative progress but the
political environment emerging is
changing the equation. The United
States and Britain may struggle to
block the European Union from
moving towards a future security
set-up that many European intellectuals view as a logical evolution.
NATO itself may not disappear
altogether but the NATO era, which
has defined European security, has
begun to fade.
On the American side, there
has been serious debate about the
future of NATO, which could not
survive without US financing.
In any case, the United States
can no longer focus its competition
with Russia solely in and from Europe. It must compete with Russia
increasingly in the Middle East and
in Central Asia.
It is China, however, that poses
the greatest challenge to US global

primacy. In a potential conflict
with China, the United States
could very well find that many
of its traditional European allies
prefer to sit out a fight where the
stakes of national interest are
much different for them.
The United States must also
confront terrorist threats, including the Islamic State (ISIS) and
al-Qaeda, a host of problematic
rising military powers such as Iran
and North Korea and an array of
complex hybrid threats emerging
from the failing states of Syria,
Yemen, and Libya.
The United States will inevitably have to take a step back from
NATO to effectively re-pivot its
attention towards establishing the
global collection of political-military alliances its needs to support
its security agenda.
Previous US experiments to
develop such alliances in the Middle East and Asia fizzled without
a lasting effect but the United
States is again in growing need
of new military alliances in the
Middle East and Asia that can help
it preserve its future global power
and role.
In the Middle East, Iran, Russia
and the Islamic movements will
be the primary factors defining the
regional agenda for the Americans. For Arab states, there are
two potential futures: Firmly as an
ally of the United States with ties
closer than before or the prospect
of systematic disengagement
by America that stops short of a
complete break-off that could create sufficient space for its strategic
competitors to exploit.
The Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC) belongs to the former group
and its members can anticipate
their strategic relationship with
the United States — especially
military-to-military ties — to be
upgraded massively over the next
decade. The United States will
likely be more willing than ever to
service deeper operational integration, intelligence sharing, access
to new technologies and expanded
training for its most important
GCC partners.
Sabahat Khan is based in Dubai
and maintains a cross-disciplinary
focus in international security,
defence policy and strategic
issues.

Will NATO increase its footprint in the Middle East?

John C.K. Daly

Frustration with
both NATO and
the United States
has led Turkey
to renew and
deepen its ties
with Russia.

T

he North Atlantic
Treaty Organisation — NATO —
was formed in
1949 as a
bulwark against
Soviet expansion. Sixty-eight
years later,
nearly 26 years after the implosion of the Soviet Union, the
28-member alliance finds US
President Donald Trump questioning NATO’s relevance and
Washington’s underwriting 75%
of its budget.
The European Union has been
rattled by Trump’s virulent
criticism as well as his praise of
Russian President Vladimir Putin,
whom it sees as undermining
Western unity.
As Trump considers combating
radical Islamic terrorism a high
priority, significant of assets of
NATO, of which Turkey is the only
Muslim-majority member, are
likely to be redeployed to support
this initiative. This will come no
matter how unwilling individual
members might be to placate
Trump’s agenda. His administration has already tried to bar
nationals from seven predominantly Muslim countries from
entering the United States.
Given US pre-eminence in
NATO, such policies will affect
those of the alliance, which has
three dolorous examples of
deployment in the Muslim world:

Iraq, Afghanistan and Libya. None
of these can be adjudged a
success, one of the factors
causing Trump during his
campaign to label the alliance
“obsolete”.
In 2001, after the September
11th attacks, the United States
invoked NATO’s Article 5, requiring alliance members to assist its
campaign in Afghanistan. Sixteen
years later, NATO troops are still
mired there, according to the
most recent quarterly report of
the US government’s special
inspector general for Afghanistan
reconstruction. As of November
2016, the Afghan government had
uncontested control over 57% of
the country, down from 72% the
year before.
In 2003, a number of NATO
countries participated in operations in Iraq.
In March 2011, a NATO-led
coalition began intervention in
Libya to implement UN Security
Council Resolution 1973, with the
United States in overall command. Six years later Libya is split
between two rival political
entities, one based in Tripoli, the
other in Benghazi.
Despite this track record, recent
signs point to an increased NATO
presence in the world’s most
volatile region.
Last September, Israel opened a
mission at NATO headquarters in
Brussels. On January 24th, NATO
Secretary-General Jens Stolten-

berg said he was “proud” to
inaugurate the organisation’s
regional centre in Kuwait, calling
the centre’s potential “enormous”.
Besides the turmoil enveloping
the Middle East, the alliance has
been beset by internal political
upheavals beyond the recent US
election, from Britain’s Brexit
vote to the unsuccessful July 15th
coup in Turkey.
The failed uprising exacerbated
relations between European
NATO members and Ankara. It has
demanded the return of all
Turkish military liaison officers
formerly assigned to NATO,
among them about 40 mostly
high-ranking Turkish officers who
worked at NATO facilities in
Germany who have requested
asylum, along with eight seeking
asylum in Greece, a NATO
member.
US Army General Curtis Scaparrotti, on the sidelines of a NATO
meeting in December, said that
after the coup there had been
about a 50% reduction in the
number of Turkish officers
seconded to NATO. Frustration
with NATO and the United States
supporting Syrian Kurdish forces
led Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan to renew and
deepen his ties with Russia,
unsettling alliance members
unnerved by Russian policy
towards Ukraine.
The final wild card complicat-

ing future Middle Eastern NATO
activities is Trump’s increasingly
hard-line stance towards Iran,
which on January 29th tested an
intermediate-range ballistic
missile, leading Michael Flynn,
then Trump’s national security
adviser, to put Iran “on notice”
and threaten renewed sanctions.
Stoltenberg sought a middle
ground, remarking: “NATO
continues to develop its ballistic
missile defence system because
we see that several nations,
including Iran, are developing
different kinds of ballistic
missiles and are testing and
strengthening their systems.”
Rival Middle Eastern factions
are tossing out carrots in return
for support; on February 1st,
Libya’s UN-backed Prime Minister
Fayez al-Sarraj said after talks in
Brussels with Stoltenberg that
NATO warships could be permitted to operate in Libyan waters
alongside the national navy if it
helped it modernise.
It remains to be seen how
relevant NATO might be in
untying one of the Middle East’s
many Gordian knots. Any NATO
effort to prove its relevance to
Washington by deepening its
presence in the Middle East,
epicentre of radical Islamic
terrorism is most likely only to
produce results similar to its
earlier interventions, however
much NATO wishes to prove its
worth in the 21st century.
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Turkey opens mass trials of coup plotters
The Arab Weekly staff

London

T

urkey has opened mass
trials of officers and
troops charged with carrying out last year’s failed
coup, which the government claims was masterminded by
self-exiled Islamist cleric Fethullah
Gulen.
More than 43,000 members of
the armed forces, police, judiciary
and public services have been arrested in connection with the coup
in a far-reaching crackdown criticised by human rights groups as a
government attempt to silence and
intimidate all opposition. More than
100,000 people have been suspended or dismissed from their jobs and
replaced by government loyalists.
Tanks rolled into main city
squares and blocked bridges across
the Bosporus on July 15th as special
forces tried to seize President Recep Tayyip Erdogan from a luxury
beachside hotel where he was holidaying with his family.
Bodyguards moved Erdogan to
another hotel and the president appeared on television to appeal for
supporters to take to the streets to
face down the rebel troops. In all,
248 people were killed and 2,200
wounded before troops and police
loyal to the government restored
order.

Most of the
defendants said they
had no idea they
were taking part in a
coup but that they
were simply
following orders.
The trial of 330 suspects opened
in the poor, outlying Ankara satellite town of Sincan at the end of
February in a specially built courtroom capable of holding about
1,500 people.
The selection of Sincan was symbolic as it was there that tanks paraded through the streets in early
February 1997 in a warning by the
then all-powerful secular military to
Turkey’s first Islamist-led government. The generals later issued an
ultimatum that led to the toppling
of the administration.

Twenty years to the day after the
military’s warning, scores of officers and non-commissioned officers filed into the courtroom to face
charges that included attempting
to “overthrow the constitutional
order, attempting to overthrow the
government and parliament or hinder them from preventing their duties, murder and being members of
a terrorism organisation”, the staterun Anadolu news agency said.

The few who did
admit to a role in a
coup plot denied
they were followers
of Gulen.
Most of the defendants said they
had no idea they were taking part
in a coup but that they were simply
following orders to take up strategic positions due to what they had
been told was a terror threat.
The few who did admit to a role
in a coup plot denied they were followers of Gulen and said they were
instead staunch secularists loyal
to the legacy of modern Turkey’s
founding father Mustafa Kemal
Ataturk.
First-Lieutenant Bilal Akdogan
told the court that officers from
his unit stationed in the town of
Polatli, 80km west of Ankara were
summoned to a meeting hours before the coup and told they were to
mobilise against threatened terrorist attacks.
“We were asked to be ready because of the possibility of a terrorist attack,” media reports quoted
Akdogan telling the court. “Apart
from that, there was no mention of
a coup attempt or that the armed
forces would take over the country.”
In the western city of Mugla, the
trial also began of 47 people, most
of them special forces, charged
with attempting to assassinate Erdogan. On the night of July 15th,
some of the accused allegedly landed by helicopter at the president’s
hotel and killed two bodyguards as
they searched for Erdogan. Some of
the defendants said they had been
told they were to snatch a terrorist
suspect and did not know Erdogan
was the target of their mission.
Major Sukru Seymen, head of the
special forces team, admitted he
was there to carry out a coup but,

Waiting for the verdict. Relatives of suspects accused of involvement in last year’s failed July coup sit
in front of the Sincan Prison in Ankara, on February 28th.
(AFP)
like others, denied any link to Gulen.
“We went to capture the president alive. May God have mercy on
those who lost their lives; we even
remember them in our prayers. But
if we had wanted, we would have
killed 120 people,” he told the court.
Those who took part in the mission
did so of their own volition, he said.
“For example, two pilots didn’t
take part. Those who didn’t want to
didn’t take part. If I had not wanted,
I wouldn’t have gone. I carried out
a coup. Even if the penalty is death,
my soul will not be harmed. I carried out a coup. I am not one to cry
like a child,” Seymen said.
Capital punishment was abolished in Turkey in 2004 as part of
its efforts to join the European Union but Erdogan has said he would
approve a law to reinstate the death
penalty if parliament passed one.
The morning after the coup, Erdogan blamed Gulen and his followers, even as the identities of
those involved were not clear. In

the months since precious little evidence connecting the Pennsylvania-based cleric with the coup has
been made public, analysts said.
Ostensibly espousing a non-violent, international social agenda,
Gulen’s Hizmet movement ran hundreds of schools in Turkey, Central
Asia, Africa, Europe and the United
States. Graduates are expected to
pay a percentage of their salaries to
the movement, leading critics to accuse it of being akin to a cult.
Gulen’s movement was allied to
Erdogan’s party and helped it rise to
power in 2002. Many of the cleric’s
acolytes rose to senior positions in
the police, judiciary, armed forces
and civil service.
From 2007, Gulenist police and
prosecutors launched patently
trumped-up cases against hundreds
of secularist members of the security services. While the charges have
since been dropped, dozens of people spent months in jail where some
died and others committed suicide
as the cases dragged on for years.

The world according to Erdogan

View poi nt

Yavuz Baydar

T

he recent ruling by a
Turkish judge to send
a German-Turkish
journalist to pre-trial
detention after 14 days
in police custody
appeared to confirm the level of
intimidation of the media in
Turkey and raised tensions
between Berlin and Ankara.
The charges filed against Deniz
Yucel, Turkey correspondent for
Die Welt newspaper, were, more
or less, of the same nature as
previously applied to his Turkish
and Kurdish colleagues: “Terrorist propaganda” and “incitement
to hatred”.
He was asked during interrogation about news stories he filed
about Kurds in Turkey but the real
reason, as his lawyers said, is the
“suspicion” that he belonged to a
group of investigative reporters
who dug into hacked e-mail
correspondence of Berat Albayrak, Turkish Energy minister and
son-in-law of Turkish President
Recep Tayyip Erdogan. At least
seven of those reporters are in jail

Deniz Yucel’s case is
inevitably affecting already
sensitive relations between
Turkey and Germany.

after being held in police custody
for a month without being
allowed to meet with their
lawyers.
Yucel is, according to the
figures of Platform for Independent Journalism (P24), an Istanbulbased non-governmental organisation, the 155th journalist
imprisoned. This figure corresponds to more than 70% of the
jailed journalists worldwide, data
from Reporters Without Borders
and Committee to Protect
Journalists indicate. There are
claims this is the highest such
figure since global monitoring of
press freedom began.
Yucel’s case is affecting already
sensitive relations between
Turkey and Germany. The
German media, which previously
raised the alarm about the
situation of journalists in Turkey,
urged Chancellor Angela Merkel
to tell Erdogan that enough is
enough. A diplomatic rift appears
to be brewing with the Turkish
ambassador summoned to the
Foreign Ministry in Berlin.
The question is: Will Erdogan
reset his relationship with the
media and dissent? All bets are he
will not.
He recently lashed out at
Hurriyet, which has the highest
circulation of any daily newspa-

per in the country. Erdogan
objected to an article that
reported “unease” within the
Turkish military about the lifting
of a ban on headscarves for
female officers. “They will pay a
heavy price for this impertinence,” Erdogan said.
Hours later, the Dogan Media
Group, which owns Hurriyet,
announced that its editor-in-chief
had been fired. Many observers
see this as the end of the relatively independent vestiges of the
Turkish media.
Unsurprisingly, tensions with
Europe are rising. The Venice
Commission, an independent,
highly respected body of experts
on constitutional law within the
Council of Europe, has issued its
harshest report ever on Turkey. It
has called for Ankara to postpone
the referendum, set for April, that
could give the president greater
powers. It described the continuous assault on freedom of
expression as unacceptable.
It is clear that Erdogan sees
politics at home and abroad as a
battlefield. He prefers to keep
Turkey’s relations with allies and
partners on a knife’s edge and
drive a hard bargain. Turkish
journalists insist that their
imprisoned colleagues will be
bargaining chips in Erdogan’s

Erdogan
prefers
to keep
Turkey’s
relations
with allies
and partners
on a knife’s
edge.

Erdogan and Gulen’s Hizmet
movement fell out as the government moved to restrict Hizmet
schools. Prosecutors struck back in
2013 with corruption cases against
47 people connected with the ruling party, including the sons of
three cabinet ministers, accusing
them of running a scheme to bypass US sanctions on Iran by smuggling gold to Tehran to pay for discounted oil.
Turkish-Iranian
businessman
Reza Zarrab is in custody in the
United States facing money laundering charges for his alleged part
in the scheme and his associate Babak Zanjani was sentenced to death
in Iran for withholding millions of
dollars from Iranian authorities.
While recordings emerged online
purporting to be telephone conversations of Erdogan telling his son to
hide hordes of cash, the president
and his party denied the accusations and ordered the arrest of the
police and prosecutors involved in
the Turkish cases.

negotiations with the European
Union.
Rifts with Europe are growing.
Erdogan is not on friendly terms
with Italy after his son, Bilal, was
accused of money laundering and
deported. Relations with Greece
soured over an artificial crisis that
revolved around the tiny Aegean
islet Kardak. Turkey is arguing
with Germany, Austria and the
Netherlands about Turkish imams
on Ankara’s payroll. They are
accused of being part of a network
that spies on Turkish citizens in
those countries and reports back to
Ankara.
If the world is Erdogan’s battlefield, Europe is the front line. In his
push towards concentrating power,
Erdogan wants to organise rallies
in Germany and Austria, home to
more than 1.5 million Turks with
the right to vote in the referendum.
However, politicians and the
media in those countries are
pushing back, arguing that
Erdogan should not be allowed to
export acrimony and polarisation.
This creates a problem: What
mechanisms should democracies
use to deal with leaders seen to be
waging war on their values?
Yavuz Baydar is a Turkish
journalist and occasional
contributor to The Arab Weekly.
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Iran

Iranians fear their foes are
‘ganging up’ with Trump
Gareth Smyth

London

U

S
President
Donald
Trump is making Iran
nervous. Authorities recently banned private
drones in Tehran after
one — used by state broadcasting
to film a documentary — was shot
down over Enghelab Square near
the office of Iranian Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei.
“The economy doesn’t seem any
better than it was under sanctions
and people are more worried about
war than since the time of Saddam
Hussein,” a middle-aged professional in Tehran said referring to the
despot in power in Baghdad during
the 1980-88 Iran-Iraq war.
“It’s as if people feel the Americans, Jews and Arabs are all ganging
up on us.”
For many weeks, neither officials
nor the public knew how seriously
to take utterances from the Trump
administration.
It was easy to smirk when Michael
Flynn, the national security adviser,
resigned because of his contacts
with Russia two weeks after he put
Iran “on notice” for its ballistic missile tests and naval confrontations
in the Red Sea and the Arabian Gulf.
Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif drew widespread
laughter at the international security conference in Munich by noting
that the “tweet is now very fashionable’’.
An Iranian academic told The
Arab Weekly he thought most Iranians were still laughing at Trump but
that the joke had worn off with the
elite.
“Those involved in politics are
concerned about more sanctions

and possible limited confrontation,”
he said. “They feel that a conflict
between the [Islamic] Revolutionary Guards [Corps] and the US Navy
in the Gulf could erupt more easily
than under [Barack] Obama.
“They say that Turkey, Israel,
Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates are all trying to share in what
they think may be a new US direction and are getting together to argue that Iran is supporting terrorism.”

US President Donald
Trump is making
Iran nervous.
Iran’s leaders are well aware of
the track record of Trump officials.
Steve Bannon, the hawkish head of
strategy in the White House, has famously predicted “a major shooting
war in the Middle East again”.
Tehran knows that some pushing for senior positions — including
former UN ambassador John Bolton
— have worked for organisations
that received payments from the
Mujahedin-e Khalq, a cult-like militant opposition group that is widely
detested in Iran because of its past
alliance with Saddam.
While both Khamenei and Iranian President Hassan Rohani have
been restrained in their reactions to
Trump, military commanders have
stressed their readiness for action.
Brigadier-General
Mohammad
Pakpour, head of the Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps’ ground
forces, said the message of recent
3-day military exercises in central
and eastern Iran, including firing “advanced rockets”, was that
“world arrogance” should “not do
anything stupid” lest it “receive a
strong slap in the face”.

The possible flashpoints are numerous. During the election campaign, Trump promised to shoot
“out of the water” Iranian vessels
judged to be harassing any US Navy
ship in the Gulf.
The gaffe of Trump’s press secretary, Sean Spicer, in confusing US
and Saudi vessels during a news
conference in early February suggested a hardening in Washington
of the notion that Iran is using Yemen’s Houthi tribesmen as proxies to
undermine a US ally whose 2-year
intervention appears stalemated.
The Trump administration has
not been short of advice warning
Iran against expanding its power
throughout the region.
Former US ambassador Ryan
Crocker, who has wide experience
in the Middle East, has pointed out
the “self-limiting” nature of Iran’s
influence: “The harder they push,
the more resistance they get,” he
wrote in the Nation.
Others have pointed out that
Washington and Tehran are de facto
allies in Iraq, with US special forces
working alongside Iranian-backed
Shia militias, Iranian advisers and
Iraqi troops against the Islamic
State (ISIS).
It therefore makes little sense,
they argue, to denounce Iran as the
“number one terrorist state”.
But the Trump administration
shows little finesse or any awareness that bellicose statements may
have effects other than pleasing Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu or rallying support among
Americans convinced they are under attack from radical Islam.
Iran has taken particular umbrage
at Trump’s attempt, stalled by the
courts, to ban from travelling to the
United States citizens from seven
mainly Muslim countries, including
the Islamic Republic.

Possible flashpoints. A rally marking the anniversary of the 1979
Islamic revolution in Tehran, on February 10th.
(AFP)
More than 1 million Iranians are
estimated to be living in the United
States.
While polls have indicated a 7%
margin of support in the United
States for the so-called Muslim ban,
it is widely resented by Iranians, in
America and at home.
“Trump brings the political elite,
all the different factions, including
Rohani and the hardliners, together
in Iran, as internal differences seem
less important when people believe
the country is under threat,” said
the Iranian academic.
“If the US follows policies like the

‘Muslim ban’, then pro-American
Iranians will be angry; some people
just want to visit the US, go to study
or visit relatives.
“Neither Saudi Arabia nor Pakistan, whose citizens have carried
out many terrorist attacks (in the
United States) are within the ban!
Trump knows his executive order
has nothing to do with terrorist attacks. It’s just a matter of satisfying
his social base.”
Gareth Smyth was chief
correspondent in Iran for the
Financial Times from 2003-07.

Iran remains the root of regional instability

View poi nt

Mosa Zahed

U

S President Donald
Trump’s first month
in office was marked
by what appears to
be a fundamental
alteration of Washington’s Iran policy in putting
Tehran on notice following
January’s test-firing of a ballistic
missile capable of carrying a
nuclear warhead.
Trump’s modus operandi has
been noted by Iran’s anxious
leadership, which has subsequently increased sabre-rattling
and posturing by issuing empty
threats and engaging in war
games, hoping to deter any
initiative that aims to restore
regional stability and security,
which is considered by Tehran a
direct threat to its foreign policy
interests.
As the Trump administration is
poised to revive its ties with
Washington’s traditional Middle
East allies to construct an effective regional policy with the
objective of curtailing Iran’s rising
hegemony, tough challenges
remain. The region is in mayhem
and the Syrian conflict unresolved.
Determined to let a nuclear deal
with Iran form an integral part of
his foreign policy legacy, Barack
Obama sacrificed the conflict in
Syria and avoided intervention so
as not to upset Iran’s theocracy,
Washington’s negotiating partner,
which the administration heavily
depended on to effectuate its

Barack Obama sacrificed the
conflict in Syria and avoided
intervention so as not to
upset Iran’s theocracy.

aspirations. The ayatollahs
effectively exploited Obama’s
Achilles heel and bolstered Syrian
President Bashar Assad’s murderous regime, leading to the death
of hundreds of thousands and
generating a global refugee crisis.
Obama’s decision not to enforce
his red line in Syria after it was
repeatedly crossed by the Assad
regime has had, in addition to its
negative effects on the region’s
stability, massive implications on
European security.
Russian President Vladimir
Putin, who took notice of Washington’s failure to act against
Assad’s brutality, was encouraged
and determined to pursue his
objectives in Eastern Europe by
invading Ukraine and annexing
Crimea, shattering the international community’s achievements
on security and cooperation after
the second world war, most
notably breaching the principles
of the Helsinki Final Act.
In the absence of an
effective US role in Syria, the

Kremlin, under the pretext of
fighting the Islamic State (ISIS),
launched a military intervention
and strengthened anti-Western
forces, such as Iran, in the region,
aiming to shape the Middle East
according to its raison d’état.
The repercussions of Obama’s
calamitous US foreign policy
significantly narrowed the
political manoeuvring space of
the Trump administration
vis-à-vis the raging conflicts.
Trump’s recent remark that it
would be a good thing if the
United States and Russia could
collaborate in the “fight against
ISIS… and Islamic terrorism all
over the world” raises the
question of how Washington
intends to form such an alliance
with Moscow without capitulating to the Kremlin’s demands over
the crisis in Ukraine, thereby
imperilling the security of Eastern
and Central Europe.
As the Trump administration
appears to be resolute in confronting Iran’s expansionism and

Iran’s President Hassan Rohani (2nd L) and Iranian Defence
Minister Hossein Dehghan (L) standing near the air defence
missile system Bavar-373 in Tehran.

(Reuters)

Trump’s
modus
operandi has
been noted
by Iran’s
anxious
leadership.

state sponsorship of terrorism, it
remains unclear how a partnership between the United States
and Russia could be constructive
considering the solidified alliance
between Moscow and Tehran in
Syria.
One thing is certain: For the
conflicts that continue to engulf
the region, Iran has entrenched
itself in all of them politically,
militarily and financially and
should thus be identified as the
primary culprit for the region’s
havoc and turmoil. Only if Russia
concedes to this reality may an
alliance between Washington and
Moscow prove fruitful.
In a remarkable display of unity
at this year’s Munich Security
Conference, regional countries
spoke with one voice against
Tehran’s aggression and expansionism, indicating the potential
formation of a powerful alliance
that yearns to reinstate peace and
security.
Therefore, one way of effectively undermining Putin’s agenda
is for the Trump administration to
focus its efforts on ensuring the
establishment and reinforcement
of a coalition that leaves Moscow
out of the equation.
By successfully pushing against
Iran’s expansionist policies,
conflicts in Syria, Iraq and Yemen
will be resolved and ultimately
Putin’s leverage in the Middle East
will diminish. Such an approach
would enable Washington to
pursue an uncompromising
principled position against
Russian belligerence in Central
and Eastern Europe.
Mosa Zahed is the founding
director of Middle East Forum for
Development in London.
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McMaster could lead more predictable foreign policy
Thomas Seibert

Washington

W

ith the appointment
of US Army Lieutenant-General
H.R.
McMaster as Donald
Trump’s
national
security adviser, US policies in the
Middle East could move from some
of the more extreme positions taken during the first chaotic weeks of
the new administration, analysts
said.
Trump on February 20th named
McMaster, 54, successor to former
Lieutenant-General Michael Flynn,
a long-standing Trump ally.
Flynn resigned as national security adviser after only a few weeks
in office following revelations that
he had lied to US Vice-President
Mike Pence about conversations he
had with the Russian ambassador
to Washington. Flynn was known
as an anti-Muslim firebrand who
once described Islam as a “cancer”
and as a political ideology.
Analysts in Washington said McMaster arrived at the White House
with years of first-hand experience
in the Middle East and a résumé
that combines knowledge acquired
as a battlefield commander and as a
scholar. He served in the Iraq wars
of 1990 and 2003 and reportedly
trained his soldiers to learn about
local customs, as well as about social and religious life of Iraqis to be
able to deal with radical insurgents.

McMaster’s arrival
strengthens the
camp of aides
favouring a more
traditional concept
of US foreign
policy.
An early sign that McMaster’s
view of the world differs from that
of anti-Islam hardliners in the administration came when the new
security adviser told a staff meeting
and Trump himself that the term
“radical Islamic terrorism” was not

helpful, news reports said. Despite
McMaster’s reported warnings,
Trump used the term in his speech
to a joint session of Congress on
February 28th.
One challenge facing McMaster is
to bring order and predictability to
a White House that has made headlines with sudden and sometimes
ill-prepared foreign policy choices
since Trump’s inauguration.

One challenge
facing McMaster is
to bring order and
predictability to
the White House.
“It’s a very positive development,” David Mack, a former State
Department official and US ambassador to the United Arab Emirates,
said. “All indications are that McMaster will be very good at this,”
added Mack who now works at the
Middle East Institute in Washington.
Populist ideologues such as
Trump’s chief strategist Steve Bannon have enjoyed a strong position
in formulating US foreign and security policies, while representatives
of more traditional approaches
have struggled to be heard. Bannon
was one of the aides behind the executive order introducing an entry
ban for people from seven predominantly Muslim countries in the
Middle East and Africa that created
confusion around the world before
it was blocked by the judiciary.
The White House is working on a
new version of the order that would
exempt holders of valid resident
permits and visas from the ban,
news report say. Some reports said
Iraq would be no longer among
the countries whose citizens are
banned from travelling to the United States.
The Bannon-led group in the
White House is also reportedly
pushing to have the Muslim Brotherhood designated a foreign terrorist organisation. Sebastian Gorka,
a White House official reporting to
Bannon, is known for his view that

Who’s in charge? US President Donald Trump and his newly named national security adviser Army
Lieutenant-General H.R. McMaster (L) speak in Palm Beach, Florida, on February 20th.
(Reuters)
terrorism by Islamist groups is not
an exploitation of Islam by extremists but rooted in the religion of Islam itself.
McMaster is expected to take a different position. “It would appear…
McMaster took away from his experiences in the Iraq war a better
understanding of the people and
the culture of the region and has a
more balanced perspective on Arabs and Islam,” Gerald Feierstein,
a former US ambassador to Yemen,
who, like Mack, is an analyst at the
Middle East Institute, said in an email message. Feierstein said he
had never met McMaster in person.
“I would anticipate that US
partners in the region, like those
around the world, will welcome the
appointment of a leader like General McMaster to the position of national security adviser,” Feierstein
added.

One unanswered question is
how much influence McMaster will
wield in the administration. Foreign diplomats in Washington said
they were trying to work out which
of the competing power centres in
the administration have Trump’s
ear. “I expect a longer period
of uncertainty,” one diplomatic
source said. “It is hard to figure
out,” the source said about the rivalries within the Trump administration.
McMaster’s arrival strengthens the camp of aides favouring a
more traditional concept of US foreign policy. US Secretary of State
Rex Tillerson, Secretary of Defense James Mattis, CIA chief Mike
Pompeo and Homeland Security
Secretary John Kelly are seen as potential allies of the new security adviser within the government.
“As Trump recruits realists for his

national security team, the chances
are better for much-needed continuity — if he takes their advice,”
Strobe Talbott, president of the
Brookings Institution think-tank,
wrote on Twitter.
Observers said McMaster’s reputation as a man whose rise through
army ranks was delayed several
times because he questioned decisions by authorities meant that he
was unlikely to be a pushover in his
new job.
“He tends to speak his mind,”
Mack said, adding it was reasonable
to expect McMaster and officials
such as Mattis to openly express
their reservations in some situations and say: “No, Mr President, I
don’t think that’s a good idea.”
Thomas Seibert is a Washington
correspondent for The Arab
Weekly.

Trump administration’s schizophrenia about Islam

View poi nt

Francis Ghilès

S

teve Bannon, the
Trump administration’s
chief strategist and
former executive
chairman of Breitbart
News, has framed Islam
as an enemy ideology and is not
shy of predicting a clash of
civilisations between that
religion and what he sees as
Judeo-Christian values. His views
chime in with those of Sebastian
Gorka, who was appointed by US
President Donald Trump to be his
deputy assistant, empowered to
translate their prediction into
national strategy.
A former political consultant in
post-Communist Hungary long
involved with ultra-nationalist
policies there, Gorka has built a
career in the United States by
moderating military seminars
and establishing a reputation as
an ill-informed Islamophobe.
Contrast his appointment with
that of the president’s newly
appointed national security
adviser, US Army LieutenantGeneral H.R. McMaster. A veteran
of the Iraq war known for his
sense of history and independent
streak, McMaster does not share
the ideologically charged views
of his disgraced predecessor
Michael Flynn, or of Bannon and
Gorka.

McMaster understands that
the United States must avoid
playing into the jihadist
propaganda.

McMaster argues that Muslims
who commit terrorist acts are
perverting their religion and that
the label “radical Islamic terrorism” is unhelpful because
terrorists are “un-Islamic”. His
views are much closer to that of
former presidents Barack Obama
and George W. Bush, who were
careful to separate acts of
terrorism from Islamic teaching,
not least because they understood that the United States
needed the help of Muslim allies
to hunt down terrorists.
McMaster understands that the
United States must avoid playing
into the jihadist propaganda that
this is a religious war. His views
are shared by many senior
security agency and government
officials but not by Bannon, who
sees Islam in deeply xenophobic
terms.
Bannon and Gorka enjoy
walk-in privileges in the Oval
Office; McMaster, as of this
writing, does not. Which view
will prevail is anybody’s guess
and, as is becoming increasingly
clear with Trump, it is best to
watch the acts rather than follow
the tweets.
Bannon and other White House
officials suggest there will be
radical shifts in American policy.
However, as Vice-President Mike
Pence, Defense Secretary Jim
Mattis and other senior cabinet
officials have reaffirmed US
support for alliances in Europe
and Asia, bad-mouthed by the
president earlier, US allies can
only wait and see.

The bigger question is whether
the deep state will prevail.
Beyond the fury and the farce of
Trump’s first month in office, will
his administration settle down
into being a more conventional
partner for its foreign allies?
Might normalisation go so far
that, in a few months, Bannon
and Gorka are pushed to the
sidelines and the president
reduced to a ranting and raving
titular figure who does not make
the important decisions?
After all, early suggestions that
the United States might recognise
Taiwan or impose a blockade in
the South China Sea, swiftly move
the US embassy in Israel to
Jerusalem, lift sanctions on
Russia unconditionally or drop its
objections to Russia’s annexation
of Crimea have faded away.
Maybe the much-trumpeted wall
with Mexico will turn into a fence.
It is unlikely that a Trump
administration can ever be really
normalised. An erratic, illinformed, dishonest and
addicted to Twitter commanderin-chief will at one point of
another flirt with disaster. Those
who in their heart of hearts wish
the administration implodes are
unlikely to see their dream come
true.
The Republicans command
majorities in both houses of
Congress and know Trump
remains very popular with the
Republican base. His economic
policies are likely to help the
happy 1% of Americans, not the
many to whom he promised to

The bigger
question is
whether the
deep state
will prevail.

repatriate jobs from abroad.
Financial and energy deregulation will boost corporate profits,
not the wages of ordinary
Americans. Such folks will
discover in time that their
famously anti-establishment
hero, who wanted to drain the
Washington swamp of lobbyists,
did not.
Implosion is a dangerous
scenario as the likes of Bannon let
alone the president could behave
in even more erratic ways if either
felt cornered. An inexperienced
ideologue advising the head of
the world’s most powerful
military is not a reassuring
thought for the next few years.
The best to hope for is that men of
moderation and experience will
fill more senior posts.
That will not prevent the
damage done to America’s
reputation but its status as a
model for the democratic world
has been greatly tarnished in
recent years. The shining city on
the hill as so many Americans like
to see their country no longer
shines very brightly, not least in
the Arab world.
For the latter, the appointment
of McMaster, who has tremendous talent and experience and
repudiates his new boss’s lexicon
of Islamophobia and world view
that a clash of civilisations is
inevitable, can only be welcomed.
Francis Ghilès is an associate
fellow at the Barcelona Centre for
International Affairs.
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Anti-Muslim hate has gone mainstream in Europe
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

D

escribing itself as the
“most authoritative and
comprehensive exploration of extremism” in
Britain and Europe, the
annual report by the British-based
advocacy group Hope not Hate
paints a bleak picture for the postBrexit and Trump world.
“2016 was a year where a new
far-right threat became more evident, one played out largely on social media and to an international
audience,” Hope not Hate Chief Executive Officer Nick Lowles said in
the report.
“It is this same new-style far
right that has been at the heart of
the global fake news phenomenon
and that can engage and mobilise
greater numbers of people across
Europe and North America than
ever before,” he added.
The report points to the emergence of a new generation of farright activists across Europe who
are active on the internet and social
media in an unprecedented way.
This is a generation of far-right
political activists who, for the first
time, is witnessing some of their
own views seeping into the mainstream, particularly fears regarding
a clash of civilisations between the
Judeo-Christian West and Islam.

Unfavourable views
about Muslims have
surged in a number
of European
countries.
“Trump’s election was a catalyst
for the international anti-Muslim
movement. After many years of
slowly and painstakingly edging
their way out of the political wilderness, the ‘counter-jihadists’
suddenly have an apparent advocate in the White House who
echoes some of their positions on

Islam and Muslims,” said Joe Mulhall, co-author of the report.
While there has been clear political fallout from US President Donald Trump’s election in Britain and
elsewhere in Europe, traditional
far-right activists have generally
remained “marginal and controversial,” although their “core ideas”
have moved into the mainstream,
Mulhall said.

Many observers are
calling for British
Muslims to put aside
their differences.
“Often conspiratorial anti-Muslim views are adopted by supposedly mainstream politicians and
media outlets,” he added.
The 75-page report includes detailed sections looking at political
groups such as Britain First and
the British National Party, defence
leagues, groups that specialised in
counter-jihadism as well as the altright and even major parties such as
the UK Independence Party (UKIP)
and the ruling Conservatives.
“In the last decade, talk of a Muslim invasion and a threat to Western civilisation has moved from social media and the blogosphere to
media-grabbing street demonstrations and into the parliamentary
chambers of Europe,” Mulhall said.
“This mainstreaming process has
rapidly accelerated over the last
few years as a result of the refugee
crisis and the spate of terrorist attacks that has shaken the continent.”
A 2016 report by the Pew Research Center in the United States
showed that unfavourable views
about Muslims had surged in a
number of European countries,
including Hungary (72%), Italy
(69%) and Poland (66%). Even Germany and the Netherlands, which
had traditionally been more open
towards immigrants, had seen a
hardening of right-wing views.
“While this is all likely to encourage anti-Muslim attitudes in

New generation. A right-wing supporter, not pictured, holds an anti-mosque placard during a
demonstration rally in Cologne, on January 9th. 				
society it is also likely to create
resentment and a backlash among
Muslims who will understandably
feel persecuted and targeted,” Mulhall said.
In the wake of the report, British
Muslim activists seemed less likely
to come together to figure out ways
to address rising anti-Muslim sentiment than to become bogged down
in their own internal issues, as indicated by an article in the report
focusing on Muslim extremism by
British human rights activist Sara
Khan.
Khan’s article cited a number of
British Muslim groups and figures,
including Hizb ut-Tahrir, MEND
(Muslim Engagement and Development), CAGE and others for promot-

ing “Salafi-Islamist” propaganda.
“Government-backed Sara Khan
and her ‘We Will Inspire’ organisation are at the forefront of promoting the government’s controversial
Prevent counter-terror strategy,
which all the major mainstream
Muslim organisations have condemned as a massive monitoring,
spying and profiling exercise on the
Muslim community,” said an article
on popular British Muslim news
website 5pillars. Khan’s report had
described 5pillars as a “propaganda” news site.
The London-based advocacy
organisation CAGE, which was
criticised in the report for ties to
Salafist-Islamists, also criticised
Khan’s analysis.

(Reuters)

“Khan’s article… is a government-sponsored smear directed at
dissenting Muslim individuals and
organisations. The tactics to smear
by association cheaply disguises
the reality of how CAGE operates.
CAGE has always defended principles, regardless of people, in accordance with the rule of law,” a
CAGE statement said.
At a time when right-wing views,
particularly anti-Muslim sentiment, are gaining traction in the
mainstream, many observers are
calling for British Muslims to put
aside their differences to confront
this new threat.
Mahmud el-Shafey is an Arab
Weekly correspondent in London.

American Muslims reach out to Jews after cemetery vandalism
View poi nt

Tom Regan

A

ttacks against
Muslims and Jews in
the United States
started to increase
in 2015 and seemed
to pick up speed
when Donald Trump announced
his candidacy for president of the
United States that same year.
It would be wrong to directly
blame Trump for the rise of white
supremacist, Islamophobic and
anti-Semitic rhetoric in the
United States but it is anecdotally
known that far-right groups have
been extremely happy with
Trump’s candidacy and election
win.
The result has been a surge in
attacks against Muslims and Jews
in the United States. An Indian
engineer was killed February
22nd by a man who reportedly
mistakenly thought the victim
was from the Middle East. The
Southern Poverty Law Center
said reported anti-Muslim hate
groups nearly tripled in 2016
compared to the previous year.
Threats against Jewish community centres and schools have
skyrocketed. More than a dozen
bomb threats were made in
various states on February 27th,
bringing the total to more than
60 in recent weeks.
There have been other violent
acts, such as the toppling of
gravestones in Jewish cemeteries
in St. Louis and Philadelphia. It’s

Trump is silent when
Muslims are targeted and
was slow to make a statement
about anti-Semitism.

not unusual that cemeteries are
attacked in this way but these
attacks seem targeted and
therefore particularly chilling. In
St. Louis, more than 100 tombstones were vandalised. In
Philadelphia, dozens of tombstones were toppled or
destroyed.
Yet this dark moment has
allowed something important to
happen. In both instances,
amongst the first to offer assistance, including raising funds
and going to the cemeteries to
help right the toppled stones,
were Muslim-Americans.
In St. Louis, Muslim-American
activists Linda Sarsour and Tarek
el-Messidi launched a fundraising effort to help repair toppled
headstones. They had hoped to
raise about $20,000 but the effort
brought in $130,000. Messidi
wrote on Facebook that some of
the money originally raised for

St. Louis would go to help repair
the tombstones in Philadelphia.
In Philadelphia, members of
the Ahmadiyya Muslim Community USA went to the cemetery to
help restore toppled tombstones.
“Seeing this in person was very
devastating,” Messidi wrote on
Facebook after visiting the
cemetery in Philadelphia. “Many
people there were embracing one
another in tears due to what they
saw.”
“I want to ask all Muslims to
reach out to your Jewish brothers
and sisters and stand together
against this bigotry,” he said.
Jews have been reaching out to
Muslims as well. When the
mosque in Victoria, Texas, was
burned in January, the small
town’s Jews gave their Muslim
neighbours the key to the
synagogue to use for services.
And after the mosque in Tampa,
Florida, was firebombed once

Threats
against
Jewish
community
centres and
schools have
skyrocketed.

Vandalised Jewish tombstones are framed through a hole in the fence surrounding
Mount Carmel Cemetery, on February 27th in Philadelphia.
(AFP)

again, an online fundraising
effort to pay for repairs was
inundated with donations from
Jewish residents.
Relations between Jews and
Muslims in the United States
have never been as bad as they
are in the Middle East but they
aren’t perfect either. Both sides
care deeply about issues such as
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict,
terrorism in the Middle East and
in America and the Boycott,
Divest and Sanctions Movement.
It appears, however, that being
common victims of the extremist
rhetoric and violence of the
American far-right is offering an
opportunity to bring the two
communities together.
Trump has been relatively
quiet about what is happening to
the Muslim and Jewish communities. While quick to condemn
terrorist acts abroad, he is silent
when American Muslims are
targeted and was slow to make a
statement about anti-Semitism.
Even that, many Jewish leaders
felt, was incomplete and insincere.
Yet this may be a silver lining.
If the American-Muslim and
Jewish communities find more
ways to work together and
support each other through these
threats and attacks, then Trump’s
hateful rhetoric will have created
something positive — empathy.
Tom Regan, a columnist at
factsandopinion.com, previously
worked for the Christian Science
Monitor, National Public Radio,
the Boston Globe and the
Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation.
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Oman struggles to close budget gap
Jareer Elass

Washington

G

ulf oil producer Oman
proved successful in
boosting its crude and
condensate output to
more than 1 million barrels per day (bpd) for the latter half
of 2016. Muscat, however, continues to wrestle with financial difficulties that have beset the sultanate
since the plunge in international oil
prices in mid-2014.
Faced with another budget deficit this year — the fourth consecutive year with a deficit — Oman is
considering both traditional and
creative measures to raise muchneeded cash.
The government has said it would
continue fiscal practices, such as
borrowing internationally and direct placements of debt as well as
instituting more austerity measures
to rein in spending, it employed in
2016 to contend with budget shortfalls. Oman’s budget deficit in 2016
was $13 billion.
Last year, Oman sold $4 billion
worth of international bonds, the
first such issuances it had conducted in nearly two decades. The Omani leadership is planning to garner
another $2 billion through dollar or
Islamic bond sales this year and has
been reaching out to banks to participate.
Oman lacks the financial cushion
enjoyed by many of its Gulf neighbours when facing financial distress from sustained low oil prices.
This explains why it has turned to
borrowing so heavily. That could
become problematic as reflected
in Standard & Poor’s decision in
November to cut its outlook for
Oman’s BBB- sovereign credit rating to negative from stable. The
independent credit ratings service
said that Muscat’s ability to stabilise its finances may take longer
than expected.
Out of growing concern that ex-

A general view of a building of the Petroleum Development Oman (PDO) is seen near Muscat.
tensive and rapid borrowing could
further damage its credit rating,
the Omani government is studying
one creative way to get revenues
from its oil sales quicker: Muscat
is considering financial structures
that would enable its state oil firm,
Oman Oil Company (OOC), to re-

The government has
plans to privatise
state entities to
raise $5 billion over
five years.
ceive advance payments of up to
two years for crude that it sells to
oil traders in return for price discounts. Oil firm Rosneft, which is
majority-owned by the Russian
government, adopted similar payment arrangements.
It is unclear how serious Muscat
is in pursuing this avenue, as well
as how steep the price discounts
would be and how receptive traders

would be to such deals.
The Omani government anticipates the 2017 deficit to be $7.8
billion based on the budget it announced on January 1st, with $30.4
billion allocated for spending and
$22.6 billion anticipated in revenues. The Finance Ministry said
it would make up for this year’s
shortfall by raising $5.4 billion from
international borrowing, $1 billion
from domestic borrowing and pulling $1.3 billion from its financial reserves.
The ministry noted that the
Omani government aims to generate higher non-oil revenues this
year, which will include income
tax changes, taxes on items such as
tobacco and alcohol and increases
in fees charged for hiring foreign
workers. Having cut petrol price
subsidies in early 2016, Muscat has
more recently introduced higher
tariffs on electricity for large government, commercial and industrial users.
The government also has plans

to privatise several state entities
with the goal of raising as much as
$5 billion over five years. For example, state-owned Muscat Electricity
Distribution Company is expected
to sell 50% of its shares in an initial
public offering by the end of 2017.
The Omani government has for several years wanted to privatise Oman
Air, its unprofitable national carrier.
The Finance Ministry in September announced that the government had begun transferring stakes
it owns in listed and private companies to other state-owned corporations and sovereign funds to gain
better efficiency in operations and
prepare for potential privatisation.
The Omani government operates
60 state-owned firms.
Muscat can celebrate having attained a milestone when its crude
and condensate production hit record levels in November, reaching
1.02 million bpd and marking the
sixth consecutive month that the
sultanate had produced more than
1 million bpd. However, its output

(Reuters)

slipped in December and, as part
of the coalition of oil producers
who agreed to trim nearly 1.8 million bpd of production from global
oil markets beginning in January,
Oman has reduced production by
45,000 bpd.
Oman’s 2017 budget is based on
an average price for Omani oil of
$45 a barrel, which is the same figure the government used to base
its 2016 budget, though the average price for 2016 ended up being
$37 a barrel. In January, the average price for a barrel of Omani oil
fetched $44.50. While that number
is encouraging, the International
Monetary Fund last year stated that
the “break-even” oil price for Oman
— allowing it to balance its 2016 and
2017 budgets — is an average of $73
a barrel.
Jareer Elass reports on energy
issues for The Arab Weekly. He is
based in Washington.

Can Vision 2030 improve the quality of life for Saudis?

View poi nt

Fahad Nazer

I

t has been nearly a year since
Saudi Deputy Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman bin
Abdulaziz unveiled an
ambitious package of
economic and social reforms
known as Vision 2030. The main
objective of the plan is to wean the
Saudi economy off its dependence
on oil revenues and public-sector
spending.
To that end, Saudi planners want
to create incentives to allow other
sectors of the economy, including
mining, tourism, education and
health care, to develop. Going
forward, the government’s main
role will be to create a suitable
regulatory environment in which
the private sector would become
the engine of the economy.
Much of the debate around the
vision has centred on measures the
government has implemented to
reduce spending and the muchanticipated initial public offering
of 5% of the national oil company,
Aramco, in 2018.
A closer look at the components
of Vision 2030 suggests that
one of its objectives has been
overlooked: Improving the quality
of life for the 20 million Saudis and
approximately 9 million expatriates
living in the kingdom.
A careful reading of the Vision
2030 document, which provides
an outline of how Saudi planners
aim to effect structural changes in
the Saudi economy, suggests this:
The vision seeks to change the
way Saudis — and foreign workers

The Riyadh Metro, currently under
development, is a centrepiece of
Riyadh’s development.

and visitors — live their lives in
the kingdom. The two sectors that
hold the most promise to improve
the quality of life of Saudis and
potentially alter the way they live
their lives are entertainment and
tourism.
Among several government
agencies that have been created as
part of Vision 2030 is the General
Entertainment Authority, which
has been tasked with organising
and sponsoring theatre, music and
art festivals and other events. The
aim appears twofold: To support
the burgeoning arts scene in the
kingdom and second to provide
Saudis with local entertainment
options. Saudi planners clearly
view the dearth of options as a
distinct disadvantage, which makes
it more difficult to recruit foreign
talent.
More importantly, planners want
Saudis to spend the billions of
dollars spent vacationing abroad at
home. It is estimated that Saudis
spent $670 million abroad over
a recent 9-day school holiday.
The number one destination was
Bahrain.
Events the General
Entertainment Authority has
sponsored have received extensive
local and international media
attention. It is clear many Saudis
support this initiative and
appreciate the renewed interest
in art, theatre and music. They
see these events as gatherings
that celebrate Saudi culture and
encourage Saudi talent.
Some conservative elements,
however, appear reticent, especially
about the potential for some
venues to encourage gender
mixing. The plans for greater
entertainment are moving forward,

with global companies such as
Six Flags opening theme parks in
the kingdom looking like a real
possibility. It is welcome news to
many.
The Saudi government is even
more optimistic about the potential
of domestic tourism. There are
plans to develop the sector beyond
religious tourism, to celebrate
Saudi culture and even ancient
cultures, the remnants of which are
preserved in Mada’in Saleh, which
includes Nabatean ruins, and other
places.
This prospect is a potential boon
for the Saudi economy in general
and for local tourist attractions
more specifically. Saudi Arabia
is not likely to compete with the
United States or Europe as a global
tourist destination any time soon
but there is hope that the country,
which has many hidden treasures
along its coastlines as well as in the
north and south, could compete
with regional tourism hubs such as
Manama and Dubai.
In addition, tourism has the
added benefit of being labour
intensive. It is estimated that
200,000 Saudis enter the work force
every year. Reports in the Saudi
media suggest that a high number
of graduates from a tourism school
in Medina find employment shortly
after graduating.
As is the case with developing
the entertainment sector, there
are challenges here as well. One
is Saudi Arabia’s hot climate,
which can occasionally prove
difficult even for locals. Western
tourists who have explored what
the kingdom has to offer paint an
inviting portrait of the landscape
and its people. However, it remains
to be seen if some of the kingdom’s

Like
virtually all
aspects of
Vision 2030,
developing
the tourism
and entertainment
sectors will
face challenges.

more conservative cultural norms
would make it a less attractive
destination for Western tourists.
Last September, the Arriyadh
Development Authority showcased
projects it is working on to
transform the Saudi capital at an
exhibit at the UN Secretariat in New
York. Saudi experts representing
different professional backgrounds
spoke about the history of Riyadh,
how it has developed and how they
envision the city will look in 2030.
The planners clearly have
ambitious plans for Riyadh, which
they hope to include on the list of
the top ten most liveable places
around the world by 2030. A big
part of this transformation includes
places where families could be
entertained. There is also an equal
emphasis on preserving Saudi
culture and heritage.
The Metro, currently under
development and rumoured
to be the most expensive
underground project in the
world, is a centrepiece of Riyadh’s
development. Its aim is to reduce
people’s commutes, while
simultaneously encouraging them
to walk and exercise more.
Like virtually all aspects of Vision
2030, developing the tourism and
entertainment sectors will face
challenges. Planners have made it
clear that there will be a learning
curve. Nevertheless, this is indeed
a far-sighted vision that seeks to
improve many aspects of Saudi
lives, not just their economic
well-being. I, for one, am very
optimistic.
Fahad Nazer is an international
affairs fellow with the National
Council on US-Arab Relations and
an adviser to Gulf State Analytic.
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Egyptian pound
rebounds, with
the state’s help
Ahmed Megahid

Cairo

E

gypt’s monetary policymakers are playing a dangerous game to rein in the
runaway fall of the Egyptian pound against the US
dollar, triggering fears their efforts
will backfire, analysts said.
The Egyptian Central Bank has
been using foreign currency reserves to make dollars available at
the banks and control the exchange
rate, financial analysts said.
“This is very dangerous because,
among other things, such a policy
will bring us back to square one,”
said financial analyst Wael el-Nahas. “By using foreign currency
reserves to put the exchange rate
of the US dollar under control, the
Central Bank is backpedalling on
its decision to free float the national currency and this will have
adverse ramifications.”

This is very
dangerous because
such a policy will
bring us back to
square one.
Wael al-Nahas,
financial analyst

”

Soon after the Central Bank freefloated the pound on November
3rd, the exchange rate of the dollar shot up from 8.88 pounds to 19
pounds, which more than doubled
Egypt’s import bill and raised commodity prices to unprecedented
levels.
The pound flotation was among
economic reforms aimed at eradicating a rampant foreign currency
black market, boosting foreign
currency reserves and winning approval for a $12 billion loan from

the International Monetary Fund
(IMF).
A short time after the flotation,
the black market shrivelled up, foreign currency reserves rose from
$19.6 billion in November to $26.2
billion in January and Egypt got
$2.75 billion as the first part of the
IMF loan.
As of February, however, the exchange rate of the US dollar had
come down to 15 pounds to the dollar.
Authorities called this a gradual
recovery of the national currency,
citing economic reforms and the
availability of dollars. The falling
dollar created a stampede of dollar
hoarders at the banks, who wanted
to exchange their dollars for Egyptian pounds.
The banks bought $800 million
from Egyptians over three days in
mid-February and the dollar exchange rate keeps falling.
This, however, is far from a recovery, Nahas said. The Central
Bank is using the dollars it collected in the months that followed the
pound flotation to buy dollars from
citizens at a low rate, he said.
Nahas calculated the $12.5 billion
that entered the Egyptian Treasury
in the past three months included
$2.8 billion in a currency swap deal
with China, the first tranche of the
IMF loan, $2 billion from the sale of
Treasury bonds at the Irish Stock
Exchange, $1 billion from the World
Bank, $500 million from the African Development Bank and $4 billion from the sale of Eurobonds at
the Luxembourg Stock Exchange.
Thus, Egypt’s foreign currency
reserves should have increased to
$32 billion from $19.5 billion in November. Nonetheless, the Central
Bank in January said foreign currency reserves were $26.2 billion.
“This means that the Central
Bank had used the missing $5.8
billion to create a greenback offer
to reduce its exchange rate against
the pound,” Nahas said, adding that

Briefs
Saudi Arabia wants
oil prices to rise to
about $60

Controlling the exchange rate. Egypt’s Central Bank at downtown
Cairo.		
(Reuters)
such a move “will eat away at the
reserves and bring the foreign currency black market back to life”.
The Central Bank said its decision
to free float the pound was final and
it would not go back to the decadesold controlled foreign currency exchange rate regime.
“We do not interfere to decide
the exchange rate of foreign currencies,” Central Bank Governor
Tarek Amer told the private DMC
network. “We cannot interfere because we want to create a balance
in the market.”
Cabinet spokesman Ashraf Sultan
attributed the rise in the exchange
rate of the Egyptian pound to reforms initiated by the government.
“We even expect the value of
the pound to increase in the future
when exports rise, imports decrease, foreign tourists come back
and international trade improves,
which will reflect positively on revenues from the Suez Canal,” he said
in a telephone interview.
Nevertheless, experts argue that
the Egyptian pound will pick up

only when foreign currency revenues pick up.
“Egypt imports almost 80% of its
needs from other countries, which
means that there will always be
pressure on foreign currency reserves and subsequently a high US
dollar exchange rate,” said Alia elMahdi, an economics professor at
Cairo University. “This is particularly true as foreign currency earners remain the same.”
Tourism revenues, at $14 billion
in 2010, totalled only $5.6 billion
in 2016. Revenues from the Suez
Canal have declined. Exports, especially agricultural ones, have
risen 17% in the past three months
but economists say the rise is
not enough to bring in enough dollars.
“This means that there was nothing new to justify the decline in the
exchange rate of the US currency,”
Mahdi said. “We need to attract investments, raise exports and bring
the tourists back to get enough dollars for a strengthening of our national currency.”

Tunisia facing uphill battle to curb poverty, unemployment
Stephen Quillen

Tunis

A

fter years of economic
decline, Tunisia is ramping up efforts to deal
with long-standing issues of poverty and unemployment, which analysts said
have laid fertile ground for jihadist
activity and illegal migration.
In November, officials presented
a 5-year development plan that included several ambitious reforms:
A target growth rate of 4% per year
(later revised to 3.7%), dozens of
infrastructure and education-related projects and efforts to create
400,000 jobs.
However, in Tunisia’s political climate, characterised by internal disputes and a fractured ruling party,
policymakers face an uphill battle
in implementing the required economic agenda.
“If things remain as they are on
the political scene, it will be very
difficult for Tunisia to make major economic improvements,” said
Mohamed Sami Ben Ali, a Tunisian
economist who specialises in economic development and is a professor at Qatar University.
Ben Ali said achieving the government’s target growth rate of 3.7% is
possible, albeit challenging, but objectives such as increasing average
individual yearly income to more
than $5,200 by 2020 and creating
400,000 jobs are less realistic.
“Even if the government’s objective for individual income is possi-

ble to meet, although not very easy,
what is more important is to see an
increase in real individual income
taking into account the rise in the
rate of inflation. This translates into
purchasing power,” he said.
“In terms of employment, I would
not count on the 400,000 new jobs
that the government is targeting.
This also depends on the nature
of these jobs. Are they permanent
jobs?”
That question resonates with
many of the country’s unemployed
— 15.6% of the workforce — who
have become frustrated by what
they perceived as government neglect during years of economic turmoil.

Achieving the
government’s target
growth rate of 3.7%
is possible, albeit
challenging.
Nowhere is this more relevant
than in north-western Tunisia
where poverty and unemployment
are well above the national average and government efforts to help
have been largely ineffective.
“It is very difficult to find a job,”
said Achraf Ayadi, a native of the
town of Jendouba, where the unemployment figure is 26%. “Nothing
has changed. Things are the same as
before the revolution,” he said.
Ayadi, like many others from the
north-western region, now works in
Tunis, where there is more opportunity for employment.
Early last year, unrest over the

lack of jobs sparked violent protests
across the country, leading the government to impose a nationwide
night-time curfew for almost two
weeks.
The renewed focus on economic
development has also shed light on
the plight of young Tunisian women, who like most others their age
in the Arab world, face disproportionately high rates of unemployment despite often being highly
educated.
In late 2016, female unemployment in Tunisia was nearly double
that of men — 23.5% compared to
12.4% data from the National Institute of Statistics indicate — and
women’s participation in the labour
force was even more dire — 27%
compared to 69% for men.
In rural areas of Tunisia, 63% of
women between the ages of 15 and
29 are neither studying nor working. These figures are particularly
alarming given the demographics of
Tunisia’s education system, which
show women being significantly
more likely than men to enroll in
tertiary education.
The contradiction, in which
women are both educated and disadvantaged, goes back decades in
Tunisian society. In the 1950s and
1960s, then Tunisian president Habib Bourguiba enacted sweeping reforms aimed at promoting women’s
rights and gender equality. During
that time, more girls were being
enrolled in school and legislation
passed improving the marital and
labour rights of women. Today,
partly as a result of that legacy,
Tunisia is one of the most liberal

countries in the region in terms of
women’s rights
However, why so many women in
the country are unable to find work
is an enigma.
Experts said the problem has
more to do with cultural norms
than economics.
“Female graduates prefer to get
married first and then consider career options,” said Olfa Touati, a
project manager for the Association
of Women’s Training and Employment in El Kef. She said traditional
values sometimes prevent women
from participating in the labour
force.
“Generally, the issue of unemployment for women is a cultural
problem,” said Ben Ali.
There are also logistical issues at
play, said Touati, who added men
are more likely to move to find employment and are generally open to
a wider range of job options than
women.
This is particularly true in rural
areas, she said, where jobs available
are not that appealing to women.
“Young female graduates do not
want to work minimum-wage jobs
in barns or farms as part of a governmental programme,” she said.
Whatever the barriers, the economic imbalance “has a negative
impact on women”, said Amira
Dhifallah, a university student in
Sousse. “The government should
encourage working women and emphasise their role in improving the
country’s economy.”
Stephen Quillen is a journalist
based in Tunis.

Saudi Arabia wants crude oil
prices to rise to around $60 a barrel
this year, five sources from Organisation of the Petroleum Exporting
Countries (OPEC) members and the
oil industry said.
This is the level the Saudis and
their Gulf allies say would encourage investment in new fields but not
lead to a jump in US shale output,
the sources said.
OPEC, Russia and other producers
pledged last year to cut production
by about 1.8 million barrels per day
(bpd) from January 1st. The cut is
intended to boost prices and get rid
of a supply glut.
Crude prices have risen by more
than 14% since the November pact
and are trading at about $56 a barrel.
OPEC officials have repeatedly
said the group does not target a specific oil price and their focus is on
drawing global oil inventories and
helping the market to rebalance.
(Reuters)

IMF says sanctions
on Iran dampening
economic sentiment
Uncertainty surrounding sanctions on Iran and its relations with
the United States pose a risk to the
oil-producing nation’s economy, the
International Monetary Fund said.
The comments were a reference
to sanctions the Trump administration imposed on individuals
and companies supporting Iran’s
ballistic missile programme and
the Islamic Revolutionary Guards
Corps.
The measures came after Iran
tested a medium-range missile,
which the White House contends
violated a UN Security Council
resolution proscribing missiles that
could carry a nuclear device.
The IMF’s annual report on Iran’s
economy, known as the Article IV
review, said “renewed uncertainty
regarding sanctions is dampening
sentiment”.
Jafar Mojarrad, IMF executive director for Iran, noted: “Regrettably,
remaining US sanctions and related
uncertainty have hindered the
return of global banks to the Iranian
market and continue to hamper
large-scale investment and trade.”
(Agence France Presse)

Iraq’s Kurdistan
negotiates new oil
terms
Iraq’s Kurdistan has increased the
loans guaranteed by future oil sales to
$3 billion in deals with trading houses
and Russian state oil firm Rosneft
aimed at strengthening its fiscal position as the semi-autonomous region
fights the Islamic State (ISIS).
Kurdistan Natural Sources Minister Ashti Hawrami said debt talks
concluded in recent weeks gave the
region grace periods of 3-5 years for
repaying the debt. The deals increased
total borrowing to about $3 billion.
Trading houses have been prefinancing Kurdish oil exports for two
years on a short-term basis after the
government in Erbil started independent oil exports via Turkey’s
Mediterranean terminals. Now traders
will loan money to Kurdistan for
several years.
Kurdistan says it needs to export
oil independently as Baghdad has not
paid Erbil its budget share just as the
region needs money to fight ISIS and
host Syrian refugees.
Baghdad has said it would sue
buyers of Kurdish oil, arguing that
the central government was the only
legal exporter. The new Baghdad
government has softened its stance,
however, as it cooperated with Erbil
against ISIS in Mosul.
(Reuters)
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Tunisia stays on
progressive path
to advance women
rights
Lamine Ghanmi

T
Tunis

hree years after
Tunisia adopted
constitutional
measures to
safeguard women’s rights,
officials are
looking to make
further advances in gender
equality.
On March 8th, women’s rights
advocates mark International
Women’s Day, an event designed
to acknowledge the achievements
of women throughout the world.
In Tunisia, the occasion has
particular significance. It serves
as a chance to reflect on the social
transformation of women’s rights
from a state-sponsored movement
in the post-independence era to a
mainstream ideology embraced by
women and civil society and fixed
in the country’s consciousness.
While significant challenges
remain, the country has held firm
in securing women’s rights.
“Women’s rights issues have
received pushback but the determination of Tunisian society and
Tunisian lawmakers have stopped
that pushback,” Tunisian Minister
of Women, Family and Children
Affairs Neziha Labidi said in an
interview with The Arab Weekly.
She said many social forces,
“including both women and men,
have been out in force to prevent
all attempts to roll back women’s
rights.”
“My conviction is firm and solid
that the rights of women cannot
be easily undone because they are
ingrained deeply in the souls and
minds of Tunisians. As a result,
women’s rights will continue their
advance on a progressive path,”
she said.

Such progress is reflected in Tunisia’s constitution, Labidi added,
which was described by the UN
Entity for Gender Equality and the
Empowerment of Women, also
known as UN Women, as a “breakthrough for women’s rights” when
it was adopted in 2014.
“The most important and significant element, in this context, is
that women’s rights are enshrined
in the constitution,” said Labidi.
She specifically referenced Article 46 of the constitution, which
stipulates: “The state commits to
the protection of women’s accrued
rights and will work to strengthen
and develop these rights.”
It also affirms the “horizontal
and vertical parity between men
and women, especially in the
political field”, a principle that
has led to a dramatic increase in
women’s political engagement.
Today, 35% of Tunisia’s parliament
members are women.
“The constitution reflects
people’s demands,” Labidi said,
“that is why it is confirmed in the
fundamental law.”
Progress in women’s rights in
Tunisia can be traced to liberalisation reforms instituted by the
country’s first post-independence
president, Habib Bourguiba,
who embarked on a bold nationbuilding campaign that included
reforms to protect women’s rights
and ensure equal access to education.
The single most important piece
of legislation to this end came in
1956, when Bourguiba approved
measures securing equal rights
for women and announced that
he had issued a Code of Personal
Status (CPS). The CPS is widely
recognised as the most developed
family law in the Arab world.
Still, there is progress to be
made, particularly in the country’s
penal code.
Not only does the Tunisian

Tunisian Minister of Women, Family and Children Affairs Neziha Labidi speaking to The Arab Weekly
in her office in Tunis.								
(Khaoula ben Amara)

“The main
message is that
Tunisia is a
country of human
rights and a leader
in promoting
women’s rights.”
Tunisian Minister
of Women, Family
and Children Affairs
Neziha Labidi

penal code fail to explicitly criminalise marital rape, it contains
loopholes for perpetrators of rape
and sexual assault. In cases classified as statutory rape — in which
the victim is between the ages of
13 and 20 — legal proceedings may
be dropped if the victim consents
to marrying the assailant. The
same statute allows men who
kidnap women to escape legal
proceedings if the victim agrees to
marriage.
“The government is determined
to change these laws,” said Labidi. “Women’s rights are human
rights.”
In 2016, the Ministry of Women,
Family and Children Affairs, in
collaboration with civil society
organisations, drafted a bill criminalising violence against women.
Its provisions include prohibiting all forms of violence against
women, including marital rape,
and ending impunity for rapists
who marry their victims.
It also criminalises sexual
harassment and allows anyone
who violates its provisions to be
punished with prison time and
financial penalties. The bill was
submitted to parliament in July
2016 but has yet to be approved.
In November 2015, the Tunisian
parliament passed a law allowing
women to travel outside the country with their children without

receiving the father’s permission.
Under the previous law, authorities could prevent women from
travelling outside the country
with their children if they did
not have authorisation from the
father.
The government is planning
to strengthen laws that protect
women from workplace abuse,
especially in rural regions, said Labidi, as well as increase efforts to
crack down on verbal harassment.
“We have set up a committee to
study ways to promote alternative
language,” Labidi said. Derogatory
names and comments directed at
women are commonplace and are
a hindrance to women’s rights, she
said.
Labidi has been asked to speak
at a UN forum on women’s rights
on March 13th in New York.
“We are invited to speak at
the forum and participate in the
workshop,” said Labidi. “The main
message is that Tunisia is a country of human rights and a leader in
promoting women’s rights.
“Our country is still strong and
progressive despite challenges in
the recent past.”
Iman Zayat, an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis, and
Stephen Quillen, a journalist
based in Tunis, contributed
to this report.

Stop pretending that sexism isn’t a global phenomenon

View poi nt

Ritu
Mahendru

T

he Western gaze
constantly reiterates
Arab women as the
subordinate “other”
suffering from cultural
oppression. The
orientalist view that Arab women
need to be rescued, a stereotype
full of overwhelming generalisations, signifies a serious gap in
our understanding of a world so
vast that it occupies 22 countries,
a world with wide social, cultural
and geographical variances
stretching from the Atlantic in the
west to the Arabian Sea in the east
and from the Mediterranean in
the north to the Horn of Africa
and the Indian Ocean in the
south-east.
Nearly every society in history
has struggled with gender
inequality and sexism and they
still are. However, we have
remained woefully silent and
have assumed these problems are
unique to the Arab world. There
are stark differences between
women in the Arab world who
assert themselves and those who
are submissive. Characteristics
all too easily found in Britain
between different groups of

It is time that we accept culture
plurality in which women have
the chance to define themselves.

women, whether they are white,
Asian, African, Caribbean, MiddleEastern, Arab, etc.
Western imagery of Arabs as
innately barbaric often forgets that
sexism is indeed a home-grown
and pervasive issue in all parts of
Britain.
Women are rebuked and
dismissed in social media and
often find themselves victims
of an all-too-familiar laddish
culture, which promotes a
heteronormative mentality that
labels women as “sluts”, “slags”
and “whores” when they walk
into a bar unaccompanied and
reveals the double standards
in our society. While women in
Britain are sexually objectified and
suffer from misogyny in private
and public places, it is a wellestablished fact that women also
suffer from a gender-pay gap and
unequal treatment at home and
work in contemporary Britain.
There is sexism at an institutional
and societal level.
Rashida Manjoo, charged by
the UN Human Rights Council to
monitor violence against women in
Britain, reported that a boys’ club
sexist culture exists in the country
and that she had never seen such
pervasive sexual bullying and
harassment in schools elsewhere.
Although there is certainly a
considerable difference between
the positioning of women in

Western society and that of the
Arab world, many women’s rights
organisations in the West are
dealing with similar challenges
to those we have in the East —
domestic violence, marital rape,
child sexual abuse, discrimination
at work, sexual harassment on
streets and public transport,
treatment of women at home, etc.
Yet when we imagine Arab
women, we fail to identify the
common threads that produce and
re-reproduce inequalities that are
not always linked with a particular
country and race but often
with education, class and other
intersectional factors. We fail to
see how the “other” is positioned
socially before producing mutually
divisive perspectives.
This ethnocentric view
exclusively lends itself to an
assumed paradigm of progress
as it sees the Muslim world as
far removed from modernity.
This opinion in the popular
culture perpetuates negative and
stereotypical interpretations of the
gains the Arab world has made.
Arab women end up fighting
double oppression based on
orientalist ideologies of racism and
gender patriarchy in the West and
the East.
Given that women’s issues in
general are not seen as part of the
Arab countries’ agenda, women
have been engaged in leading

Arab
women end
up fighting
double
oppression.

protests and demonstrations
against the authoritarian regimes
during the “Arab spring”.
They emerged as key players
getting together, marching,
demonstrating, blogging, striking
as well as putting their lives at
risk.
Arab women were active
participants in the political,
economic and social life during
that period; however, this part
of the history will be overlooked
and disregarded as this does not
fit into the Western narrative
of Muslim and Arab women’s
imagination.
While Arab women are on a
rickety path to achieve gender
equality, I urge everyone on March
8th — International Women’s
Day — to see sexism and gender
inequalities as global problems.
It is always good to look at
yourself in the mirror and for an
outsider to reflect on that image.
It is time that we accept culture
plurality in which women have
the chance to define themselves
without necessarily being judged
and defined by the West. It must
spring from the inside as a united
force from their experiences and
perspectives.
Ritu Mahendru is a journalist
who writes about gender,
race, migration, conflict and
development issues.
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Dubai embraces the future with test debut of ‘Air taxi’
N.P. Krishna Kumar

Dubai

D

ubai plans to operate
the world’s first singlepassenger Autonomous
Aerial Vehicle (AAV)
— a drone — capable of
transporting a passenger at altitudes of 3,300 metres by July.
The Chinese-made, egg-shaped,
four-legged aircraft — the Ehang
184 AAV — was showcased at the
recent World Government Summit
in Dubai. The vehicle was described
by its Chinese manufacturers as
“the safest, smartest eco-friendly,
low-altitude autonomous aerial vehicle, providing medium- to shortdistance communication and transportation solution”.
Dubai’s Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) has run tests of the
AAV over the emirate, RTA Chief
Executive Officer Mattar Al Tayer
said.
“This is not only a model. We
have actually experimented this vehicle flying in Dubai’s skies,” Tayer
said.
The Ehang 184 is designed for a
passenger weighing up to 100 kilograms carrying a small suitcase.
The passenger can use the touchscreen in front of the seat to select
a destination. The drone, which
has a top speed of 160 kph, would
fly there automatically. Officials in
Dubai said the vehicles would likely
be operated at 100 kph.
The drone’s battery allows for a
half-hour flight time and a range
of up to 50km. The drone would
be remotely monitored through a
ground-based control room and
controlled through 4G mobile internet.
“In theory, it’s a great proposition. In reality, it will be harder
to execute, especially from a cost
standpoint,” said London-based Saj
Ahmad, chief analyst at StrategicAero Research.
“Someone has to absorb the costs
without it being prohibitive to prospective users. “Then you have the
other issue of airspace congestion
and possible conflict with security
around key airfields. There doesn’t
seem to be an answer for that.
“Given that this is not autono-

Flying to the future. A model of the EHang 184 autonomous aerial vehicle is displayed at the World Government Summit 2017 in Dubai’s
Madinat Jumeirah, on February 13th.		
										
(AFP)
mous mass transport like the Metro, I am finding it hard to believe
that this idea, as novel as it is, will
catch on, let alone expand. There’s
nothing wrong in investing in new
technology like this, but it has to be
self-sustaining.”
Paul Epping, a technology expert
and chapter leader of Singularity
University Dubai, was more upbeat.
“To really work on positively
impacting mobility, the drone concept means a big disruption at this
moment,” he said. “It is not so
much the autonomous or driverless drones but, rather, the fact that
drones can inherently be safe and
clean and that, due to autonomous
functions, congestion problems
will now partly be solved.
“It also opens up the possibility
that you can be productive while
being transported to your destination.”

“The challenge,” Epping said,
“will be on who is going to use it? Is
it affordable and do people trust autonomous flying? The focus is very
much on the technology but less on
the business aspects and human
factor. These aspects need some attention.”

“The goal is to reach more 200,000
translated terms covering the fields
of information technology, business and finance.”
Before embarking on her ambitious project, Bushnaq studied the
market and learned that the Arabic
version of Wikipedia is the ninth
most visited site, despite being
ranked 22nd in terms of content.
“This fact tells us a lot, notably
that there is a huge demand for
knowledge and information by
online Arabic speakers and a lack
of trusted online reference of information in Arabic language,” she
said.

this product as a reliable and credible reference tool. That’s why we’re
seeking partnerships and accreditation from different educational organisations.”
Internet World Stats said the Arabic language ranked fourth behind
English, Chinese and Spanish in
languages used on the web in 2016.
“We aim to cover most of the
business terms and create an online
community for business students
and professionals where they can
ask questions, get answers and
discuss different topics,” Bushnaq
said.
What started as a self-funded
project soon drew interest and support from sponsors.
“I won a local competition, the
Women Innovators in Charge; two
months later I signed an agreement with Abdul Hameed Shoman
Foundation to fund the project for a
year,” Bushnaq said.
With an estimated 42-50% of the
population in the Middle East and
North Africa region using the internet, Bushnaq is eyeing a significant
market.
“We want to reach university students in different majors, including
business, management, information systems, e-commerce, banking and investment, accounting,
finance and marketing,” she said.
“Our target market is huge and
estimated to be around 40 million
users.”
The online venture will be supported by a smart application for
iOS and Android systems; the beta

In theory, it’s a
great proposition.
In reality, it will be
hard to execute.

”

Saj Ahmad, chief analyst for
StrategicAero Research

Although details of the project
have not been unveiled, Epping
said he expected actions with respect to these concerns and issues.
“How many cars/drones will fly?
Where are the hubs? How to direct

the passengers, etc.?” he asked.
“Will the service be flexible enough
relative to the price? What about
the noise? Dubai already is a very
noisy city — traffic and construction. I think that the citizens need
to have a bit more insight into this
to make it a success.”
Dubai boasts one of the world’s
largest driverless Metro networks,
which has served 830 million passengers in seven years of operation.
The RTA also initiated autonomous driverless vehicles recently
on limited test routes to further its
target of delivering driverless mobility to 25% of the population by
2030.
Dubai is a test market for some
of the most cutting-edge technologies, especially in transportation.
Last October, officials signed a deal
with Los Angeles-based Hyperloop
One to study the potential for con-

necting Dubai to Abu Dhabi with a
train that could travel 1,220 kph.
The emirate’s ports authority, DP
World, one of the leading global
port operators, is planning to use
hyperloop technology at Dubai’s
Jebel Ali Port to transport containers from the port to an inland depot 29km away. DP World has been
automating many of its logistics
operations using driverless trucks
and remote-controlled cranes.
For a region dependent on its
expatriate workforce, the strategy
seems to be aimed at leapfrogging
into the future and enabling the
local population to embrace exponential technologies such as renewable energy and space exploration.
N.P. Krishna Kumar is a Dubaibased contributor to The Arab
Weekly.

Arabic tech-term translation app in the works
Roufan Nahhas

Amman

E

man Bushnaq discovered
the need for an evergrowing number of online
Arabic language users.
The 33-year-old Jordanian
software engineer and winner of
the tech section in Jordan’s Applied
Scientific Research Fund Women
Innovators in Charge competition
has been developing an online
Arabic dictionary for business and
technology terms.
“I decided to quit my full-time
job in April 2016 to focus on starting
my own internet-based business,”
Bushnaq said. “I was so determined
to build an e-platform that provides
translations, explanations and definitions of technical terminology
and abbreviations in business and
IT from English to Arabic.”
For Bushnaq the switch was a
dream that she had been long contemplating. “I wanted to provide
Arabic online users with the information they need. My aim is to contribute greatly to the improvement
in the quality and quantity of online Arabic content,” she explained.
Bushnaq’s brainchild is called
MeemApps, and is expected to be
launched this year. The application
provides a reference tool for instant
translation of technical terms from
English to Arabic
“It is the only online specialised
dictionary in Arabic,” Bushnaq said.

MeemApps provides
a reference tool for
instant translation of
technical terms from
English to Arabic.
“It shows there is no solid source
of reliable, specialised and fully detailed definitions, explanations and
Arabic translations of business terminologies.”
Bushnaq said the main challenge
she was facing was creating content. “The huge Arabic content that
we’re creating is not available anywhere online in a single app. Working on translating specialised terminologies into Arabic would take
months of hard work. There are
more than 50,000 business terms
alone,” she said.
“Another challenge is to promote

Ad for MeemApps, the brainchild of software engineer Eman
Bushnaq.				
(Courtesy of Eman Bushnaq)
version is expected to be out in April
with the official launch planned for
August.
Being a woman working in a
male-dominated sector and in a
patriarchal society is another challenge facing the determined engineer.

“In Jordan and most Arab countries women have the right talent
hidden in them, waiting to be discovered by a society that believes in
them,” she said.
Roufan Nahhas is a journalist
based in Jordan.
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Cairo festival brings recognition to women film-makers
Ibrahim Ouf

Cairo

T

he Cairo International
Women’s Film Festival
aims to celebrate contributions by female filmmakers, shed light on the
problems women face and bring
attention to the need for changing
misconceptions about their role in
society, festival organisers said.
“Women have been a main driving force behind the progress international cinema has made so
far,” festival Director Amal Ramsis
said. “They are everywhere in the
cinema industry: Behind cameras,
writing scripts, directing films and
in leading roles in front of the cameras.”
The festival, scheduled for
March 4th-9th, was first organised
in 2008 to showcase cinema innovations in the Arab region and in
Latin America by women artists,
directors and scriptwriters. The
festival was the first artistic event
to be solely focused on cinema created by women.

Audiences play the
central role in the
festival.
Amal Ramsis,
festival director

”

Through the previous nine festivals, organisers presented the
works of scores of female filmmakers from both regions. Some
of the films entered into the tenth
edition document problems faced
by women in different parts of the
world.
The works of 53 female directors
from 30 Arab, Latin American, Eu-

ropean and Asian countries were
on the schedule.
“These directors will have the
rare chance of communicating directly with the audiences after the
shows,” Ramsis said. “They will be
hearing viewers’ opinions bluntly
and without any barriers.”

International cinema
has a very long way to
go to get to the heart
of the suffering of
women.
The event aims to empower female film-makers, who, critics
said, do not get enough credit for
their work although many women
have been instrumental to the progress of international cinema.
“Mention any film, either here in
the Arab region, or in other parts of
the world, and I can assure you that
a woman is behind its success, even
as her name is little mentioned together with the male stars,” said
cinema critic and director Ena’am
Mohamed Ali. “While their contributions to world cinema are undeniable, women still struggle for
equality with men.”
Films shown in the festival are
diverse and cover a variety of topics. The Long Night of Francisco
Sanctis, directed by Argentinian
Andrea Testa, tells the story of a
man who risks the safety of his
family to rescue friends who are
about to be kidnapped by the army.
Another film, The Newsroom, is
the work of Danish director Mikala
Krogh. It tells of a notorious Danish
tabloid’s struggle to stay afloat in a
changing world.
To spread the word about women’s contributions to cinema, festival organisers allow audiences to
attend for free.

A scene from The Newsroom, directed by Mikala Krogh.
The festival is unique in the
way movies are selected to win its
awards. There is no jury but, at the
end of every show, audiences are
asked to vote on whether the film
should be given the festival’s top
award. The film receiving the largest number of audience votes is
given the award.
Ramsis said by doing this, festival organisers empower viewers
and allow them to make the cause
of the film-makers their own.
“Audiences play the central role
in the festival because they are

the ones who decide the winning
films,” Ramsis said. “This selection
strategy is very effective in making
the audiences attach themselves to
the makers of the films.”
The festival administration also
presents Arabic language subtitles
to allow viewers to better understand the films and the issues they
raise.
Nonetheless, experts said international cinema has a very long
way to go to get to the heart of the
suffering of women around the
world. They added that few films,

(Cairo International Women’s Film Festival)

even those made by women, discuss the problems facing women,
especially in conflict zones and areas where violations against them
go unreported and unpunished.
“Despite this, events like this festival do a wonderful job bringing
to light the work done by women
and also the problems faced by
them,” cinema critic Ali Abu Shadi
said. “There are women directors,
women scriptwriters and camerawomen everywhere but little do
they get credit for the work they
do.”

New film fights ISIS’s ideology through comedy
Marwa al-A’sar

Cairo

F

ew Arab films tackle the
Islamic State (ISIS) but
El-Armouty Fi Ard El-Nar
(El-Armouty in the Line of
Fire), a recently released
Egyptian film, dares to fight the extremist group’s ideology through
humour.
“I thought of making a film about
Daesh through a character the audience will love and show how the
terrorist group has infiltrated many
aspects of life, not only in Egypt,
but also in other Arab countries,”
film director Ahmed al-Badri said,
using the Arabic acronym for ISIS.
“We attempted through the film to
expose their lies and deception.”
Badri said comedy can be a tool to
fight extremism.
“The audience’s reaction after
watching the film proves that our
message has been delivered successfully,” he said.
“The film is quite funny with elArmouty throwing jokes all the time
and making fun of Daesh and other
extremist groups,” Heba Fawzy, a
37-year-old housewife, said.
The key character in the film is elArmouty, played by Ahmed Adam.
El-Armouty is a simple man who is
shocked to see Mohamed, played
by actor Mohamed Adel, the son
of his neighbours whom he helped
raise, drop out of college and grow a
beard, returning home after a year’s
absence to accuse his parents of being “infidels”.
El-Armouty goes on holiday with
his in-laws to Marsa Matrouh, a
coastal city in north-western Egypt
on the border with Libya. He jumps
off the boat with his wife and her
brother-in-law before it collides
with a ship. He drifts ashore at the
northern Libyan city of Sirte where
he is captured by ISIS militants who

The poster of the recently released film El-Armouty fi Ard al-Nar.
(Ahmed al-Badri)

mistake him for a member of alNusra Front, the former affiliate of
al-Qaeda terrorist organisation and

an ISIS rival.
El-Armouty miraculously escapes
being beheaded by ISIS by getting

involved with the militant group.
Inside the camp, he either follows
the orders of ISIS leaders or dies. He
discovers that Mohamed had joined
the group and is at the camp.
El-Armouty attempts to engage in
a debate with the militants over the
ideas they promote through a series
of humorous situations.
“Schools turned into prisons
and gardens turned into execution
yards,” he says sadly, commenting
on what becomes of Sirte under
ISIS.
At one point, he fools the ISIS
leaders, convincing them that he is
on their side. At the same time, he
attempts to save Mohamed and win
him over by trying to reason with
him and show him that ISIS misinterprets the true meaning of Islam
and its teachings.
“How did they persuade you that
it is OK to kill?” el-Armouty asks
Mohamed.
In several other scenes, he humorously tackles the takfiri thinking of ISIS as well as disagreements
between ISIS and other terrorist
groups.
“I can’t get it. The people of Allah
are fighting fellow people of Allah,”
el-Armouty says, joking when ISIS
members engaged with al-Nusra
militants.
Badri said the “film’s theme is a
simple one… I only try to deliver a
message to the audience, namely
terrorism cannot win the battle.”
El-Armouty is ordered to carry
out a suicide attack in Egypt but the
attack turns into a heroic action on
his part.
“You antagonised the government
at first but now you will antagonise
the whole people,” el-Armouty tells
Mohamed, referring to the Egyptian
people. “And believe me, you will
never overpower us. We are 90 million and we are all ready to become
90 million martyrs.”
While the film tackles ISIS terrorism, it does not show bloody action.

“The challenge for us was to present the subject of bloody terrorism
without viewers resenting it,” Badri
said. “I thought there must not be a
drop of blood in the film. We make a
political comedy but do not want to
give ISIS much importance by portraying blood in the film.”
It took the crew two years to complete the film.

Comedy can be a tool
to fight extremism,
film director Ahmed
al-Badri said.
Even though the main idea of
the film is interesting, critics said,
the plot is not quite coherent, with
many comic situations not serving the main theme. On the other
hand, Adam tends to repeat the
same character of el-Armouty that
he plays in other works, using the
same jokes, they added.
“The film is rather weak, depending only on a series of jokes told
within a script that is not concrete,”
critic Magda Khairallah said.
Tarek el-Shenawy, another critic,
agreed.
“What we see has nothing to do
with cinema,” Shenawy said. “In
the film, we can only see Adam occupying the whole space and nothing else.”
This is the third work in which
Adam appears as el-Armouty. He
played the part in the comic television series El-Armouty Fi Mohema
Sereya (El-Armouty on a Secret Mission) in 1998. He also played the
character in the film Maalish Eha
Benetbahdel (We are Being Screwed)
in 2005.
El-Armouty Fi Ard El-Nar was
written by Alaa Nabawy and Mohamed Hassan and produced by
Ahmed al-Sobky.
Marwa al-A’sar is a Cairo-based
journalist.
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Diversity,
globalisation are
main features of
Art Dubai
N.P. Krishna Kumar

Dubai

A

mbitious programming,
new leadership, the
highest number of participating galleries from
Iran and a strong contingent of Latin American art make
this a year of firsts for Art Dubai.
“This year’s show is the most
globally diverse with 93 galleries
from a record 43 countries participating across our two halls, Contemporary and Modern,” said new
Art Dubai Director Myrna Ayad.
“There are new initiatives, such
as the Modern Symposium and our
largest performance art programme
to date, offering further insights
into the regional art scene with a
bigger agenda to engage our visitors
outside the gallery halls,” Ayad said.
Art Dubai — the 11th edition is
scheduled for March 15th-18th —
has five specially commissioned
performances, led by guest curator
Yasmina Reggad and presented by
international artists Manuel Pelmus, Lana Fahmi, Egle Budvytyte,
Ivan Argote and Pauline Bastard.

The show will have
five specially
commissioned
performances,
including a tribute to
the late UAE artist
Hassan Sharif.
“The performance-only commissioned programme includes a tribute to the late Emirati master Hassan Sharif, who passed away last
year, by Yasmina Reggad and Lana
Fahmi. They will perform a dance
piece, created in homage to him,
based on his diagrams, instructions and performance archive,”
Ayad said.

As part of Art Dubai Projects, Beirut-based art collective Atfal Ahdath
is presenting The Room: Cooking
Liberty. Taking cues from Salvador
Dali’s cookbook, Les Diners de Gala,
and through exaggeration and repetition, Atfal Ahdath invites guests
to experience their new, live visceral installation by day. By night,
the collective will welcome guests
with edible dreams in an immersive
setting reminiscent of a grandiose
banquet, a truly sensorial experience that flirts with familiarity and
expectation.

This year’s fair
includes high
participation by
Iranian and Latin
American galleries.
Another project titled Ghariba
(Stranger)
by
Moroccan-born,
Brooklyn-based artist Meriem Bennani, creates an interactive bar installation, borrowing from playful
strategies and designs that beauty
salons, massage parlours or entertainment parks use to encourage
social interaction among strangers.
The inaugural Modern Symposium complements the fair’s Modern
Hall and is supported by Alserkal
Avenue, Dubai’s vibrant art district in Al Quoz. The symposium
will take place on March 17th at Art
Dubai Modern and March 18th at Alserkal Avenue.
The series of talks and presentations focus on the life, work and cultural impact of 20th-century Modern masters from the Middle East,
South Asia and Africa. Renowned
curators, scholars and patrons will
lead the sessions that will delve into
the styles, influences and practices
of artists whose work contributed to
the history of art produced between
the 1940s and 1980s.
Art Dubai’s critically acclaimed
Global Art Forum on March 15th-

The Sheikha Manal Little Artists Programme at Art Dubai.				
17th features 50 speakers from
around the world, focusing this year
on the theme of trade, Ayad said.
“Titled Trading Places, it will shed
light on the trade of goods and ideas that shape — and reshape — the
world,” she said.
Art Dubai is also where the Abraaj
Group Art Prize, the region’s most
important art prize, is unveiled.
The commissioned work of the
2017 prize winner, London-based
Bangladeshi artist Rana Begum, can
be seen alongside an exhibition of
works by the shortlisted artists Doa
Aly, Sarah Abu Abdallah and Raha
Raissnia.
Sheikha Manal Little Artists Programme, in its fifth edition, has
become an important part of Art
Dubai. It offers a unique opportuni-

ty for UAE-based children and teenagers, encouraging them to engage
in arts. This year’s edition features
Expanding Treasures, a project by
lead artist Suzan Drummen, involving families and various children
working together to create a largescale temporary installation at the
fair.
The fair’s international director,
Pablo del Val, pointed out that Art
Dubai is showing “new galleries and
countries for the first time, with a
particularly strong contingent of
Iranian galleries as well as our highest-ever number of galleries from
Latin America”.
“Visitors will have a new experience in the gallery halls, with more
tightly curated presentations. The
exhibitions will be split between

(Art Dubai)

solo or two-artist exhibitions, allowing a more focused contemplation, and multi-artist shows,
enabling an overview of different
works,” del Val said.
“The Latin American art scene is
very exciting and rich with a mixture of cultural influences and roots
— aboriginal as well as European.
The artists work on different platforms and in many media and the
themes are very relevant to the Middle East, such as post-colonialism,
displacement, urban change and
population growth. The two geopolitical regions have many things in
common.”
“Art Dubai mirrors this globalisation, and everything comes alive
and ideas get exchanged here,” he
added.

The Interrogation of Saddam Hussein points to CIA errors

Book s

Dunia
El-Zobaidi

It struck
Nixon how
quickly
Saddam
adapted
to his new
surroundings
and his status
as a prisoner.

A

lthough the invasion
of Iraq by the United
States took place in
2003, the influence
of the so-called
liberation of Iraq on
the region should not be underestimated. Saddam Hussein’s
decisions, mindset and legacy
linger, causing many to question
if it was right to remove him from
power.
Marking ten years since
Saddam Hussein’s death, John
Nixon has released Debriefing the
President: The Interrogation of
Saddam Hussein. The book is a
gripping account that reveals the
flaws of the CIA and the United
States in its decision to invade
the country and remove Saddam
from power. Nixon details his
interrogation of Saddam while
the former Iraqi president was in
prison.
Nixon was a senior analyst
with the CIA from 1998-2011. He
regularly wrote for and briefed
the most senior officials of the
US government, including the
president. Since leaving the CIA,
Nixon has worked as an international risk consultant in Abu
Dhabi.
Nixon studied Saddam well. He
is well-informed on what has
been written about the former
Iraqi president, what is false or
true and came to understand the
way Saddam thinks.
He wrote: “For years at the CIA,
I lived and breathed Saddam. …

Sometimes I just couldn’t stop
thinking about him; he was on a
video loop in my brain. And I
wasn’t the only one. I worked
with a number of dedicated
professionals at the CIA who were
absorbed by Saddam as I was.”
Saddam’s confidence and
charisma showed during his
interrogation, even though he
knew he was going to be executed. It struck Nixon how
quickly Saddam adapted to his
new surroundings and status as a
prisoner.
“Whatever his atrocities, there
was no denying that Saddam had
great charisma,” Nixon wrote.
“He was a big man, 6-feet-1 and
thickly built. I am 6-feet-5 but
Saddam seemed oblivious to the
difference. He was a man who
had an outsize presence.”
During questioning, Saddam
said: “Iraqi people lived this life
in balance. Injecting any foreign
factors will make it unbalanced.
So when you bring Wahhabism to
Iraq, Iraq can become imbalanced.” His prediction has
proven true.
Saddam insisted Iran wanted
to expand to the Arab world in
the name of Islam and was
responsible for many of the
hostilities. Nixon said Iran
moved Saddam to talk in ways
that few other subjects did.
Nixon noted: “In the Iran-Contra report that was published in
1978, Saddam learned that one of
Iran’s negotiating conditions was

that Washington help overthrow
Saddam’s regime.”
Again, Saddam’s prediction
came true as Iran’s use of
political Islam in the region is
evident.
Nixon revealed things about
Saddam that may shock some
people. In his final years,
Saddam was more occupied with
nongovernmental ambitions,
such as writing a novel… He did
not look like a man who was
planning an attack.
He was also fond of the Kurds
and particularly praised
Saladin, a Kurd born in Tikrit,
Saddam’s city of birth.
“The Kurds before 1961 were
simple people,” Saddam said
during his interrogation.
“Any valuable things in
Baghdad could be entrusted
to a Kurdish person with
confidence. After 1961, old
hostilities started in the
north and the government
has to respond.”
Saddam did not speak
highly of his fellow Arab
leaders. He said he was
the best leader in the
region. He was proud to
be a leader of Arabs but
said he did not necessarily want to lead all Arabs.
“I only want to lead Iraqis.
They are the noblest of all
people,” he said. “You are going
to find that it is not so easy to
govern Iraq. You are going to fail
in Iraq because you do not know
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the language, the history and you
do not understand the Arab
mind.”
Nixon pointed out many flaws
in the government and CIA. The
policymakers at the White House
and the leadership at the CIA
ignored that many of the reasons
for going after Saddam were
based on false claims. Senior
politicians managed to justify
going to war even though facts
proved they should not
have.
The simplicity of
the writing in this
book makes it
accessible to almost
anyone. For those who
are not familiar with
Saddam or Iraq, there
are revelations that will
alter viewpoints of
Saddam. For an Iraqi,
regardless of whether he
has lived there, most of
the information was
predicted by word of
mouth.
Debriefing the President
provides an essential
exposure of the CIA and US
government’s failure in
invading Iraq and an
important reminder of the
need to understand a
country’s people to help
them.
Dunia El-Zobaidi is a regular
contributor at The Arab Weekly,
based in London.
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Agenda

Beirut:
Through March 19th
Al Bustan International
Festival of Music and the
Performing Arts is a musical celebration in various
venues in Beirut. With
an emphasis on chamber
music, the festival promotes and celebrates music from all over the world
and includes orchestral
concerts, choral music,
puppet shows, opera and
dance.
Dubai:
March 15th-16th

A general view of the village of Kesra and its mosque.						
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Kesra, a Tunisian
destination with
unique scenery
Roua Khlifi

Tunis

P

erched higher than any
town in Tunisia, the Berber
village of Kesra is a remarkable place to visit, both for
its scenery and rich historical content.
Nearly 1,000 metres above sea level, the town is picturesque: It clings
to a mountain face overlooking the
Siliana landscape and is within forests of Aleppo pine trees.
Hiking to the top of the village is
challenging but results in the reward
of a magnificent panoramic view of
the region and the winding roads
that connect neighbouring towns.
Originally named Chusira, Kesra
is one of the country’s oldest Berber
villages and has retained its cultural
identity through the centuries.

For those interested
in exploring Tunisia’s
Berber history, there
is no better place than
Kesra.
“Despite its small size, this is a
town that has witnessed the succession of many civilisations, from
the Roman to the Byzantine to the
Berber,” said Moez Attia, president
of Kolna Tunis, an association that
promotes cultural heritage.
“It has a wealth of natural resources, including water springs,

caves, forests and a historical site at
the top of the mountain,” he said.
Locals refer to the village as “the
princess of the mountains”, a name
they say reflects the wealth of past
civilisations that have enriched the
village. Others say the nickname
derives from a Persian legend about
the seventh-century King Kisra.
“There is little information about
the town’s origins in history books
but legends and stories from the oral
tradition trace it back to the time of
Kisra, the old king of Persia,” said
Samira Midani, curator of the Museum of Traditional Patrimony in
Kesra.
The legend says the king’s daughter became ill and doctors advised
taking her to a place to recover
where she could enjoy fresh air, high
altitude and fresh water. The doctors recommended the region where
Kesra was built as the perfect place
for the princess to heal.
Midani said the legend has been
“debunked by historians who discovered the town goes back to Berber origins” but it is “strongly believed by locals”.
“This legend contributes to the
mystery the town inspires in visitors,” Midani added.
From afar, the village’s homes look
like thrusting spires of rock sculpted
into the formation of the mountain
ridge. This unique architectural design adds to the intrigue of the small
village, where alleys guide visitors
through a maze of stairs and small
streets to a fort dating to the Byzantine era. The stairs also lead to
the village’s water springs, another
popular attraction for guests.

The famous painted stairs with letters from the ancient Berber
script are seen in the village of Kesra.		
(Houssem Aoun)

The Montreux Comedy
Festival is a mixed-language show that showcases comedians from
around the world. The
event includes performances by Loyiso Madinga from South Africa, Ali
al-Sayed from the United
Arab Emirates, Noman
Hosni from Switzerland,
Sebastian Marx from the
United States and Mike
Ward from Canada.
Luxor:
March 16th-22nd
The Luxor African Film
Festival is an annual
event in Egypt. In its
sixth year, the festival
will screen long and short
films produced in African
countries in competitions
for Long Narratives, Long
Documentaries and Short
Films.
Tunis:
March 21st-April 9th
The 12th Jazz à Carthage,
an annual music festival,
brings together renowned
international and local
musicians for concerts,
lectures, exhibitions and
nightly jam sessions.
Marrakech:
March 23rd-April 2nd

Waterfalls are seen at the Berber village of Kesra.
“This village, with its water
springs and rock-based stairs, constitutes an urban fabric that distinguishes it from other regions,” Attia
said. “The alleys are structured in
a way that leaves open courtyards
as communal space for local meetings.”
“The walls are also uniform in
colour,” he added, “which gives
the town a homogenous appearance. When you first see it, it looks
like a part of the mountains, since
the houses are built using the same
rocks.
“Using dry rocks in forming unified façades is a traditional construction method of the town.”
Beyond the alleys of the village
lay the town’s old Byzantine fort
and the Museum of Traditional Patrimony of Kesra.
“The museum contains an overview of all aspects of the village’s
daily life and traditions,” said Midani. “It has four rooms, each focusing
on a certain aspect of life in the region. There are rooms dedicated to
wedding rituals, death rituals and
pottery and traditional garments.”
“Pottery of Kesra has various
characteristics,” Midani said, adding that the techniques used to
decorate the pottery were similar to
those used to tattoo with henna.
In another room, various garments and sewing materials used by
women during wedding ceremonies
were showcased. Midani pointed
out the allegua, a basket given to
the bride before the wedding by the
mother-in-law.

(Iskander Chtioui)

The museum contains sections
dedicated to rituals, including those
related to birth, circumcision, death
and “the evil eye”.
“People come here for different
reasons,” Midani explained. “They
come for the unique scenery that
the village offers, for the unique
architecture, for the waterfall and
for the hikes. The culinary art too is
interesting for people who come to
visit.”
Despite its small size and isolated
position, Kesra has much to offer,
including a wealth of fig trees that
surround the village. Each year the
village celebrates a festival of figs
from July to September, during
which festivities and events feature
fig-based recipes.
“The town is known for its figs
and olive oil, which attract visitors during the festival times,” said
Faten Ranen Tarhouni, who owns
a travel agency in Siliana that provides trips to Kesra.
“Kesra is also a very popular
place for hikes, as visitors get to explore its mountains, waterfalls and
have adventures in caves all in one
place.”
She added: “The town offers
unique opportunities to have different activities that are popular
among young people, such as hiking, cave exploration, and rock
climbing. The town waterfalls are
also a unique sight.”
Roua Khlifi is a regular Travel and
Culture contributor to The Arab
Weekly. She is based in Tunis.

The fourth Marrakech
Dance Festival hosts
dance teachers and
participants from around
the world for workshops,
dance classes, conferences and live performances.
Dubai:
April 5th-8th
Pinocchio, the tale about
Geppetto and his puppet
Pinocchio that wishes to
become a real boy, will
be on the stage at Dubai
Community Theatre &
Arts Centre (DUCTAC),
performed by children between the ages of 12-16. It
is a complete production
filled with music, choreography and scenery.
Algeria:
During May
The 18th European Cultural Festival in Algeria
brings together artists
from more than a dozen
countries to perform traditional rhythms, jazz and
flamenco. It takes place
in three cities: Algiers,
Tlemcen and Constantine.
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